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Tyler and Mia Bedo 
 
 
 
 
Prepared by D’Andre Payne 
dpayne@iastate.edu 
 
 
(Fictitious names being used throughout document) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here we choose to change lives. Here we are to serve and to be trusted. 
We choose to make a positive impact because we believe it is our calling. 
Our calling to help others achieve all of their financial goals, dreams, 
and aspirations. Keeping all information confidential because that is 
how we earn our trust to serve our people. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. and Mrs. Tyler Bedo 
727 Success Lane 
Springfield, MO 
 
January 20, 2020 
 
Dear Tyler And Mia, 
 
We would like to welcome you both to DP’s Financial Island. Here we are proud that you 
have given us the opportunity to fulfill your financial needs. It is very important to us that 
your families’ goals, dreams, and aspirations are brought to real life. We are fully 
committed to helping you achieve each and every objective in the near future. 
 
We often go by this quote “Enjoy loving the process long enough, and eventually the 
process will love you back”. We will recommend what we believe is the best situation 
based on your personal and financial life. Whether they are long-term or short-term goals, 
we will give you our best assistance in achieving all of your desires. We will not tell you 
what decisions to make. We will only give you recommendations as to what we think is 
best suited for your family. 
 
 We will have quarterly meetings to stay up to date on everything that occurs during this 
process. Understand that things may change as we move along, we ask that you be 
completely honest and give us every detail so that we can do our best to assist you. You 
can contact us by phone or email at any time if you have questions or concerns.  
 
We are ready and excited to start this process with your family 
 
Sincerely, 
D’Andre Payne 
 
 
DP’s Financial Island  
100 Lucky Avenue  
Oldtown, MO 
290-330-4544 
 
 
 
 
Mr. and Mrs. Tyler Bedo 
727 Success Lane 
Springfield, MO 
 
 
January 20, 2020 
 
Dear Tyler and Mia, 
 
Re: Financial Planning Engagement  
 
We would like to welcome and thank you for working with us here at DP’s Financial 
Island. We wish to give you insight on the best opportunities during our time working 
together. In this letter we will discuss all of the financial services provided to your 
family.  
 
We will begin with establishing a relationship your family prior to any financial 
situations during this time. We believe that having a good relationship with our clients 
are better for both parties. Communication and trust will help you achieve all objectives 
and goals. 
 
Next we will collect all of your personal and financial information. We will need you to 
provide us with everything that you can, so that we know which direction to pursue in the 
future. From there we will analyze all of the information you provided us with thoroughly 
as a team. 
 
We will then develop plans for your family as to what we recommend. We will present 
them to you, and you can choose which plan is the best fit. Once that is done, we will 
implement the plan of your choice and monitor it as we go along.  
 
It is totally your choice if you decide to follow through on our recommendations 
completely or in part. However, a fee must be paid under this agreement for the written 
financial review. The review will provide you with all of our recommendations that we 
think is best for you. 
We are not authorized or qualified to give you legal advice or prepare legal documents 
for you. You must contact your lawyer for these services. We are not qualified or 
authorized to prepare or amend the filing of personal income, gift, or estate tax returns for 
you because we are not accountants.  
 
All information that you provide us with will be kept confidential and will not be 
disclosed to any other parties without your written consent. 
 
The cost of services will be a flat fee of $2,500 for a one-time make of your financial 
plan.  
 
If you are not satisfied with this agreement, you can cancel. Within five days of 
acceptance you will receive a full refund. Thereafter, any fees that you have paid in 
advance will be charged for the time and effort we have devoted up until then, and the 
balance will be refunded. 
 
We will have quarterly meetings to stay up to date on everything that occurs during this 
process. Understand that things may change as we move along, we ask that you be 
completely honest and give us every detail so that we can do our best to assist you. You 
can contact us by phone or email at any time if you have questions or concerns. 
  
If you understand and agree to the terms of this letter please sign in the space below. We 
look forward to working with your family and helping you achieve your financial goals. 
 
Sincerely, 
D’Andre Payne  
 
Agreed and Accepted by: 
 
Tyler Bedo______ 1-20-2020 
     Date 
Mia Bedo_______ 1-20-2020 
    Date 
 
DP’s Financial Island  
100 Lucky Avenue  
Oldtown, MO 
290-330-4544 
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Mission Statement  
 
At DP Financial, we firmly believe that it all starts with a clear vision of your unique 
goals. With this clarity, we combine our objective advice, experienced execution team, 
and your dreams together into a focused vision. We offer every client true peace of mind. 
In our words we see peace of mind as unwavering confidence that roots from being in 
control and knowing the financial plan we provide grows from a foundation of continual 
self-knowledge and learning. Only in this moment of proactive planning and peace of 
mind do we firmly believe that our client’s potential goals will be maximized.  
 
Our mission as a firm focuses on helping our clients achieve financial goals, as well as 
understand each client’s individual purpose and values. We strive to enable clients by 
offering financial education seminars, tools, and resources to help foster clear 
communication and bring focus to their ambitions and objectives.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Privacy Policy  
 
Our relationship with you is our most important asset.  We understand that you have 
entrusted us with your private financial information, and we do everything we can to 
maintain that trust. 
 
This notice is being provided to you in accordance with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission’s rule regarding the privacy of consumer financial information (“Regulation 
S-P”). Please take the time to read and understand the privacy policies and procedures 
that we have implemented to safeguard your nonpublic personal information.* 
 
We collect personal information to do financial planning and to perform our investment 
management responsibilities. 
 
1. We do not sell your personal information to anyone. 
 
2. We do not disclose any nonpublic information about our customers or 
former customers to anyone, except as permitted by law.  
 
In accordance with Section 248.13 of Regulation S-P, in limited circumstances 
where we believe in good faith that disclosure is required or permitted by law, we 
may disclose all of the information we collect, as described above, to certain 
nonaffiliated third parties such as attorneys, accountants, auditors, and persons or 
entities that are assessing our compliance with industry standards.  We enter into 
contractual agreements with all nonaffiliated third parties that prohibit such third 
parties from disclosing or using the information other than to carry out the 
purposes for which we disclose the information. 
 
Outside of this exception, we will not share your personal information with third 
parties unless you have specifically asked us to do so. 
 
We collect personal information in the normal course of business in order to 
provide planning and investment management services.   
 
 
 
 
 
New client information.  We collect information that you provide to us when you 
become a client.  The information that we collect includes name(s), address, 
phone number, email address, Social Security number(s), and other information 
about your investing and financial planning needs. 
 
3. We protect the confidentiality and security of your personal information. 
We restrict access to personal information to our staff and for business purposes 
only. 
We maintain a physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards to guard your 
personal information. 
4. We continue to evaluate our efforts to protect personal information and 
make every effort to keep your personal information accurate and up to date. 
If you identify any inaccuracy in your personal information, or you need to make 
a change to that information, please contact us so that we may promptly update 
our records. 
5. We will provide notice of changes in our information sharing practices. 
If, at any time in the future it is necessary to disclose any of your personal 
information in a way that is inconsistent with this policy, we will give you 
advance notice of the proposed change so that you will have the opportunity to 
opt out of such disclosure.  
*Nonpublic personal information means personally identifiable information and any list, 
description or other grouping of consumers, which is derived using any personally 
identifiable financial information that is not publicly available.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ethics Statement 
As a Certified Financial Planner (CFP)™ DP Financial Island, LLC adheres to the code 
of ethics and responsibility.  These Code of Ethics’ Principles express the profession’s 
recognition of its responsibilities to the public, to clients, to colleagues and to employers. 
They apply to all CFP Board designees and provide guidance to them in the performance 
of their professional services.  
Principle 1 – Integrity  
A CFP Board designee shall offer and provide professional services with integrity. As 
discussed in “Composition and Scope,” CFP Board designees may be placed by clients in 
positions of trust and confidence. The ultimate source of such public trust is the CFP 
Board designee’s personal integrity. In deciding what is right and just, a CFP Board 
designee should rely on his or her integrity as the appropriate touchstone. Integrity 
demands honesty and candor, which must not be subordinated to personal gain an 
advantage. Within the characteristic of integrity, allowance can be made for innocent 
error and legitimate difference of opinion; but integrity cannot co-exist with deceit or 
subordination of one’s principles. Integrity requires a CFP Board designee to observe not 
only the letter but also the spirit of this Code of Ethics.  
Principle 2 – Objectivity  
A CFP Board designee shall be objective in providing professional services to clients. 
Objectivity requires intellectual honesty and impartiality. It is an essential quality for any 
professional. Regardless of the particular service rendered or the capacity in which a CFP 
Board designee functions, a CFP Board designee should protect the integrity of his or her 
work, maintain objectivity, and avoid subordination of his or her judgment that would be 
in violation of this Code of Ethics.  
Principle 3 – Competence  
A CFP Board designee shall provide services to clients competently and maintain the 
necessary knowledge and skill to continue to do so in those areas in which the CFP B o a 
r d designee is engaged. One is competent only when he or she has attained and 
maintained an adequate level of knowledge and skill, and applies that knowledge 
effectively in providing services to clients. Competence also includes the wisdom to 
recognize the limitations of that knowledge and when consultation or client referral is 
appropriate. 
A CFP Board designee, by virtue of having earned the CFP® certification, is deemed to 
be qualified to practice financial planning. H o w e v e r, in addition to assimilating the 
common body of knowledge required and acquiring the necessary experience for 
certification, a CFP Board designee shall make a continuing commitment to learning and 
professional improvement.  
Principle 4 – Fairness 
A CFP Board designee shall perform professional services in a manner that is fair and 
reasonable to clients, principals, partners and employers, and shall disclose conflict(s) of 
interest in providing such services. Fairness requires impartiality, intellectual honesty and 
disclosure of conflict(s) of interest. It involves a subordination of one’s own feelings, 
prejudices and desires so as to achieve a proper balance of conflicting interests. Fairness 
is treating others in the same fashion that you would want to be treated and is an essential 
trait of any professional.  
Principle 5 – Confidentiality  
A CFP Board designee shall not disclose any confidential client information without the 
specific consent of the client unless in response to proper legal process, to defend against 
charges of wrongdoing by the CFP Board designee or in connection with a civil dispute 
between the CFP Board designee and client. A client, by seeking the services of a CFP 
Board designee, may be interested in creating a relationship of personal trust and 
confidence with the CFP Board designee. This type of relationship can only be built upon 
the understanding that information supplied to the CFP Board designee will be 
confidential. In order to provide the contemplated services eff e c t i v e l y and to protect 
the client’s privacy, the CFP Board designee shall safeguard the confidentiality of such 
information.  
Principle 6 – Professionalism  
A CFP Board designee’s conduct in all matters shall reflect credit upon the profession. 
Because of the importance of the professional services rendered by CFP Board designees, 
there are attendant responsibilities to behave with dignity and courtesy to all those who 
use those services, fellow professionals, and those in related professions. A CFP Board 
designee also has an obligation to cooperate with fellow CFP Board designees to enhance 
and maintain the profession’s public image and to work jointly with other CFP Board 
designees to improve the quality of services. It is only through the combined efforts of all 
CFP Board designees, in cooperation with other professionals, that this vision can be 
realized.  
 
Principle 7 – Diligence  
A CFP Board designee shall act diligently in providing professional services. Diligence is 
the provision of services in a reasonably prompt and thorough manner. Diligence also 
includes proper planning for, and supervision of, the rendering of professional services. 
 
 
Code of Ethics and Standards of Conduct. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
https://www.cfp.net/ethics/code-of-ethics-and-standards-of-conduct 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Plan Assumptions  
 
 
Tyler and Mia Bedo are currently 42 years old and their daughter Becky Bedo is 5 years 
old.  
 
Currently address is 727 Success Lane Springfield, MO  
 
Tyler is a Sales Consultant employed at Golden Tee Golf Association, Inc.  
6282 Star Drive Springfield, MO (12 years)  
 
Mia is a Career counselor employed by The family and Career Institute  
5600 Cedar Lane Road, Suite #150 Springfield, MO (3 years) 
 
Health Notes:  
Both of Mia’s Parents died of Cancer  
Both of Tyler Parents are still alive and appear healthy  
 
Other Notes:  
Tyler is listed as Sole Beneficiary of combined assets for his parents  
Use Enrolled Tax Agent (EA) for taxes  
No other professional advisors; i.e: lawyers, ect.  
 
Primary Goals: 
1.Live life with a relatively high level of financial satisfaction  
2.Retire at age 62 and be self-sufficient during retirement  
 
Secondary Goals: 
1.Provide 100% of Becky’s College Education 
2.Mia wants to turn her art collectables into a small business during retirement by renting 
a retail outlet and selling art supplies. 
4.Maintaining the privacy of their financial affairs. 
5.Ensure Becky’s financial welfare if they die. 
 
 
Universal Assumptions: 
1.The universal inflation rate is expected to average 3.0% per annum 
2.The prime interest rate is currently 3.25%. Expected to increase in the future. 
3.Life expectancy for Tyler and Mia is 95 
4.They want to assume a 30% combined state and federal tax bracket until retirement and 
a 25% combined state and federal marginal tax bracket during retirement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Financial Statements  
 
In this section we have the calculations of your Income Statement, Expense Statement, an 
analysis of your financial information, and financial ratios. This information will help us 
make an actual consumption rather than a budget, which is a projection of how much a 
client thinks they will earn and sped in any given period. It also gives us the information 
to give recommendations for your financial goals during this process. 
 
Gross Income Amount 
Salary  
Tyler  $68,466.58 
Mia  $32,496.00 
Bonus  
Tyler $34,233.30 
Total Income $135,195.88 
 
Cash Flow Expenses  
 
Income and Payroll Taxes Amount Frequency 
Tyler   
Federal income tax 
withholding 
$718.00 Biweekly  
State and local income tax 
withholding 
$187.00 Biweekly  
FICA tax withholding $300.00 Biweekly  
Mia   
Federal income tax 
withholding 
$292.50 Monthly 
State and local income tax 
withholding 
$117.00 Monthly  
FICA tax withholding $207.17 Monthly  
Total $38,730.04  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Retirement Plan Contributions  Amount 
Tyler’s Investment Choices   
Consumer Fund $2,053.99 
Graham Fund $2,053.99 
Mia’s Investment Choices   
Rocket Fund $3,249.60 
Total $7,357.58 
                        
 
Systematic Savings Outside of Qualified Retirement Plans: 
 
Description Amount Frequency Savings Purpose 
Sagebrush Fund $250 Monthly Any Purpose 
Haley G&I Fund $250 Monthly Any Purpose 
Ruth Fund $250 Monthly  Any Purpose  
Individual 
conservative fixed- 
annuity contract 
$250 Monthly  Mia’s retirement  
Money market 
account 
$150 Monthly  Cash reserves 
Total $10,800   
  
 
Housing Periodic Amount Frequency  
Real estate taxes  $1,675 Annually  
Homeowners insurance  $700 Annually  
Utilities  $350 Monthly  
Other household $100  Quarterly  
Total  $6,975  
  
  
Food/Clothing/Transportation   
Food $425 Monthly  
Clothing  $700 Quarterly  
Auto maintenance  $125 Monthly  
Auto insurance premiums  $1,000 Semiannually  
Missouri vehicle plate/tag tax  $450  Annually  
Loan Payments    
Mortgage loan payments  $1,088 Monthly  
Auto loan payments  $451 Monthly  
Charge account and credit card 
payments  
$425 Monthly  
Total $35,418  
 
Other Committed Expenses    
Medical costs $20  Monthly  
Prescriptions  $20 Monthly 
Dental and eye care  $50  Monthly 
Life insurance premiums  $172 Monthly 
Medical insurance premiums $300 Monthly 
Umbrella insurance premiums $175 Annually  
Disability insurance premiums  $25 Monthly 
Other misc. insurance 
premiums  
$25 Monthly 
Telephone (land line and cell) $125 Monthly 
Bank charges  $10 Monthly 
Personal care  $100 Monthly 
Total $10,339  
  
Discretionary Expenses  Periodic Amount  Frequency  
Entertainment  $225  Monthly 
Satellite TV $50  Monthly 
Dinning out  $275 Monthly 
Recreation  $225  Monthly 
Travel  $3,000 Annually 
Savings for art and art gallery $150 Monthly 
Gifts to charities:   
   University alumni fund $1,000 Annually  
   Church  $350  Monthly 
   United Way $50 Monthly 
Holiday giving  $1,800 Annually  
Home improvements  $150 Monthly 
Dues  $150 Monthly 
Subscriptions  $80 Monthly 
Housekeeping service  $80 Monthly 
Pet care expenses  $35  Monthly 
Tax preparation fees  $400 Annually  
Total $28,040  
  
Total Expenses  $137,659.62   
Total Income Remaining  ($2,463.74)  
 
 
 
We have created an initial financial analysis based on the information that you provided 
during our first meeting.  This is really a window into your current financial position and 
it is a great place to start as we create a financial plan for you. This is a summary of your 
current position as well as some comments on your spending and savings habits from last 
year.   
Exhibit 1 is a cash flow statement for the year 2019. This statement reflects your actual 
inflows and outflows of cash for the past year.  This is a great place to start as it 
represents your consumption for the past year and we can analyze where your money is 
going to determine if you will be able to reach your financial goals. While you will see 
that you had a negative cash flow in 2019 of ($2,463.74), I see a lot of positive factors in 
your current financial position.  You are doing a good job of systematically saving and 
you have a very controllable amount of debt which we will discuss as we move forward. 
The advantage of creating a cash flow statement is that it allows you to see your financial 
situation from a long-term, systematic point of view.  You can more easily visualize how 
one purchase or payment can affect your goals. 
This cash flow statement is really the heart of the financial plan that we are going to build 
together. Once we track all cash inflows and then deduct the cash outflows for the year, 
we receive net cash flow for the year.  Cash flow planning allows you to coordinate the 
flow of money so that you can control the payment of bills and the systematic savings 
that you have planned to reach your goals.   
 
 
 
Assets and Liabilities  
 
Assets: 
Personal and Real Assets  Current Value  
Home  $250,000 
Furnishings  $45,000 
Four-door sedan  $20,000 
Minivan  $15,500 
Yard equipment  $8,000 
Jewelry and collectibles  $10,000 
Mickelson-signed Calloway Driver gold club $5,000 
Golf clubs $2,500 
Golf artwork  $5,000 
Aluminum  $5,800 
Total $366,800 
                   
 
Monetary Assets  Current Value  
Savings account  $10,000 
Checking account  $3,500 
Money market account  $10,000 
Checking account II $5,000 
Total $28,500 
 
                 
 
 
Investment Assets  Current Value  
Miscellaneous EE bonds  $25,000 
Haley G&I Fund  $69,000 
Konza Fund  $43,000 
Ruth Fund  $13,000 
Sagebrush Fund  $8,000 
Total $158,000 
                   
 
Retirement Assets  Current Value  
Tyler’s 401K 
Consumer Fund 
Graham Fund 
 
$69,000 
$134,000 
Tyler’s Traditional IRA $52,000 
Mia’s 401K 
Rocket Fund  
$15,250  
Mia’s Rollover IRA 
Ruth Fund  
$32,500 
Mia’s Traditional IRA 
Certificate of deposit 
$52,000 
Conservative Annuity  
Potsdam Fixed Annuity  
$125,000 
Total $479,750 
  
Total Assets $1,033,050 
                  
                    
 
Liabilities: 
Current Liabilities   
Visa credit card  $3,500 
MasterCard credit card  $5,500 
Long-Term Liabilities   
Mortgage  $130,332.49 
Auto Loan  $10,396.42 
 
 
Total Liabilities $148,728.91 
Net Worth $889,321.09 
                        
Net worth is the value of assets a person or corporation owns, minus the liabilities they 
owe. It is important information because it gives us a good look on your financial 
position. 
 
                       
 
 
 
 
Financial Ratios  
 
In this section we have provided a financial ratio analysis based off the information we 
calculated within the Income and Expense statements, as well as the Statement of 
Financial Position. Financial ratios give us an understanding of your current financial 
position by providing a quantitative measure of financial health that can be compared to a 
financial benchmark. From our analysis, you are in great shape to completing the steps in 
order for you to achieve your goals.  
 
Current Ratio 
The current ratio tells us if sufficient current monetary assets are available to pay off all 
outstanding short-term debts. The recommended benchmark for the current ratio is a 
number greater than one. If the number were greater than one, the client would retain 
some monetary assets if the current liabilities were paid. You have $9,000 in credit card 
balances; if this is paid you will have a current ratio of 3.1. 
 
Current Ratio =
Monetary Assets 
Current Liabilites 
 
 
Value 
Monetary Assets $28,500 
Current Liabilities $9,000 
Current Ratio 3.1 
 
Emergency Fund Ratio 
An emergency fund ratio gives us an understanding of how long your family could live in 
a crisis situation without liquidating nonmonetary assets or being forced into an 
unfavorable employment situation. A standard benchmark for the emergency fund is 
between three to six months. This is an important ratio because no one knows when our 
economy crash. We recommend focusing on fundamental living expenses for this ratio. 
This includes your auto loan, home loan, insurance premiums, utilities, and other 
valuable expenses. We are aware that your cash reserve goal is six months and that Mia is 
willing to use her accumulated art gallery savings as long as the money remains in a bank 
account. Our calculations find that you will have eight months of living expenses that 
surpasses the standard benchmark and your cash reserve goal.  
 
Emergency Fund Ratio = 
𝑴𝒐𝒏𝒆𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒚 𝑨𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒕𝒔
𝑴𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒉𝒍𝒚 𝑳𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑬𝒙𝒑𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒆𝒔 
 
Value 
Monetary Assets  $28,500 
Monthly Living Expenses  $3,382 
Emergency Fund Ratio 8.4 
 
 
 
 
 
Savings Ratio 
The savings ratio sums up your personal and retirement savings and employer 
contributions to retirement plans, and divides by your annual gross income. The 
recommended benchmark for this ratio is 10% or more, so that means at least 10% of 
gross earnings should be saved annually. We have calculated that you are saving 17% of 
your annual gross income. This is outstanding and puts you in a great place to reach your 
goals in the future.  
 
Savings Ratio = 
𝑷𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝒔𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈𝒔 + 𝒆𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒐𝒚𝒆𝒓 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒃𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔 
𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝑮𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒆 
 
Value 
Personal savings and employer contributions $23,257.58 
Annual Gross Income $135,195.88 
Savings Ratio 17% 
 
 
Debt Ratio 
The debt ratio shows the percentage of your total assets financed by borrowing. Dividing 
your total assets by your total liabilities gives us the debt ratio. A benchmark of less than 
40% is used for this ratio. Your debt ratio comes out to 14%. This is really good because 
it shows that you do not have much debt at all.  
 
Debt Ratio = 
𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑳𝒊𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒆𝒔 
𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑨𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒕𝒔 
 Value 
Total Liabilities  $148,728.91 
Total Assets  $1,033,050 
Debt Ratio 14% 
 
Long-Term Debt Coverage Ratio 
This ratio tell us how many times you can make debt payments based on your current 
income. The method divides annual gross income by total annual long-term debt 
payments. The benchmark for long-term debt coverage ratios is at least 2.5. Mortgage 
payments and automobile payments were included. Your ratio comes out to 7.3, which is 
really good and shows that you are on the right track 
 
Long-Term debt coverage ratio = 
𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝑮𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒆
𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒍𝒐𝒏𝒈−𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒎 𝒅𝒆𝒃𝒕 𝒑𝒂𝒚𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔
 
Value 
Annual Gross Income $135,195.88 
Total annual long-term debt payments $18,468 
Long-term debt coverage ratio 7.3 
 
 
Debt-to-Income Ratio 
Debt-to-income ratio measures the percentage of your take home pay committed to 
consumer credit repayment, which are all revolving and installment nonmortgage debts. 
A ratios less than 15% is our benchmark but sometimes people might say that 10% is the 
best idea. Debt payments that are more than 20% are considered a serious issue. Based on 
our calculations your ratio is at 5.2%. This is a great debt-to-income ratio. Becky is 
getting older and should start elementary school soon. Mia is working part-time; we 
believe that working full-time will lower your debt-to-income ratio even more. 
 
Debt-to-income ratio = 
𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒓 𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒕 𝒑𝒂𝒚𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕
𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒕𝒂𝒌𝒆 𝒉𝒐𝒎𝒆 𝒑𝒂𝒚
 
Value 
Annual consumer credit payment $5,100 
Annual take home pay $96,465.84 
Debt-to-income ratio 21% 
 
Front-End Mortgage Ratio 
The front-end mortgage ratio is the comparison of your projected total mortgage payment 
for principal, interest, taxes, and insurance to gross household income. For results to be 
good, the ratio should range between 28% and 30%. Your front-end ratio comes out to 
11.4%, which is a very good number for you to reach your goals. 
 
Front-End Ratio = 
𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒎𝒐𝒓𝒕𝒈𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒑𝒂𝒚𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕
𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒆
 Value  
Annual mortgage payment  $15,426 
Annual gross income  $135,195 
Front-End Ratio 11.4% 
 
Back-End Ratio 
Back-end ratio is often called the 36% rule. This rule says that you should pay no more 
than 36% of gross income on the projected mortgage PITI plus other regular monthly 
consumer debt payments. A rule that was established by a Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau says that the ratio should be less than or equal to 43% based on the highest 
payment during the first five years of the loan. Your ratio is at 26%, which is also great 
for you to achieve your goals. 
 
Back-End Ratio = 
𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒎𝒐𝒓𝒕𝒈𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒕 𝒑𝒂𝒚𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 
𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒆
 
Value 
Annual mortgage and credit payment $36,294 
Annual gross income $135,195 
Back-End Ratio 26% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Income Tax Planning 
 
Tax planning is critical when it come to financial planning. In this stage, making sure that 
your withholding is correct is important because you don’t want to have to pay money 
you knew nothing about when its time to pay taxes. We are not certified Accountants, but 
we did calculate your 2019 federal and state taxes. We used the Missouri Department of 
Revenue 2019 Individual Income Tax Return Form. 
 
Remember that keeping good records goes a long way in simplifying your tax preparation 
and assisting in your financial planning overall.  We recommend that you keep clear and 
accurate records of all bank accounts, investment accounts, pay stubs, health expenses 
and any receipts that may relate to your tax returns.  Keep these items filed in a way that 
is easily accessible and safely stored.  It is important to remember that the IRS can go 
back three years in the event of an audit and sometimes even six years so it is prudent to 
keep these records in an organized fashion for a minimum of six years. 
 
The fact that you are contributing to qualified retirement plans is one of the reasons that 
your withholding requirements are reduced.  We will be recommending that you increase 
your contributions to qualified retirement accounts, which will even further reduce 
withholding requirements.  As you look at our calculations for 2019 and the total tax 
payment amount of $650.  As we move forward through your comprehensive financial 
plan we will make specific suggestions as to where this money will be best utilized. 
 
After looking over your taxes we noticed that you have a large amount currently 
withheld. This is a problem because you are bringing home less money than you should. 
The money that was over withheld could have been put towards Becky’s education 
savings for college or your bills each month. The refund that you received this year 
should be able to pay off your credit card debt for the year.  
 
We have come up with some solutions that could potentially help you deduct taxes in 
your future. First is the education savings account for Becky’s college tuition. We 
suggest that you use Coverdell education savings account. Although you do not get a 
federal tax deduction, when the withdraw is made for Becky’s college tuition it will be 
tax-free. Alternative minimum tax-sounds like a good thing but it actually means you 
reduce your tax base below the minimum that the government says that everyone should 
pay. So you will have to re evaluate all of your expenses/deductions to meet the baseline 
the government has set based off of your income.  
 
We understand that you want to be financially stable when you retire; we think that it 
would be a good idea to strive for the 25% tax bracket. If you are married and filing 
jointly, you will need to stay between $75,900 and $153,100 for taxable income. You will 
also have higher tax rates on collectables with a 28% long-term capital gain.  
 
 
 
 
 
Gross Income Tyler Mia Combined Less diviends and interest 
Salary 70,521.01$ 33,470.00$ 103,991.01$ 
Bonus 34,233.30$ 34,233.30$   
Total Taxable Income 138,224.31$ 
Total Gross Income 138,224.31$ 
Section 79 income  22.16 95.95 138,342.42$ 
Interest 603.55
Dividends $3,355.87
Sub-total Gross income 142,301.84$ 138,342.42$                     
Less: 125 Medical contributions (3,600.00)$  
Less: 125 Medical contributions (300.00)$     
Less: 401k Medical contributions (4,231.26)$  (3,347.00)$  (7,578.26)$    
Adjusted gross income 130,764.16$                     
Itmeized decuctions (23,882.80)$  
Dependacy exemptions  (11,850.00)$  (35,732.80)$                      
Taxable income 95,031.36$                       
income tax 12,785.89$                       
Less: Child Care credit ($100)
Fed Witholding tax + child care credit ($16,476)
Over payment (3,690.11)$                        
Missori State income taxes 
Federal AGI 130,764.16$ 
Less: State AGI Adjustment (ruth fund) (485.21)$       
Less: state deduction (1,000.00)$    
Less: state exemption (1,800.00)$    
Missori State taxable income 127,478.95$ 
Missori income tax 5,736.55$     
Tax witholding: (4,955.00)$  
(1,489.00)$  
(6,444.00)$    
State refund amount (707.45)$       
2018 Projected Tax filing  
 
 
 
 
Insurance 
 
Auto insurance premiums  $2,000 Yearly total 
Life insurance premiums  $2,064 Yearly total  
Medical insurance premiums $3,600 Yearly total  
Umbrella insurance premiums $175 Yearly total  
Disability insurance premiums  $300 Yearly total  
Other misc. insurance 
premiums  
$300 Yearly total  
Total $10,339  
 
 
Life insurance  
 
After review you are currently life insurance needs since life insurance exists to replace 
income and cover expenses for your dependents after you are gone, the amount of those 
expenses is what influences how much life insurance coverage you need. Mostly, you 
need enough life insurance to replace your income and cover all of your expenses for a 
given amount of time, usually until kids are out of house or mortgage is paid off. This 
strategy is called the ladder strategy for life insurance.  
 
Insurance Breakdown
Auto Insurance Life Insurance Medical Insurance
Umbrella Insurance Disability Insurance Other misc. Insurance
Life insurance can always be a difficult topic to discuss but looking at it from an 
investment for your loved ones after you are gone may soften the conversation. Becky is 
still fairly young and she will still be dependent for at least the next 13-17 years. Since 
Tyler and Mia are at the age of 42 in addition to their current whole life insurance, you 
could take out additional policies $300,000/20-year policy and a $200,000/30-year term 
policy. As you reach new life and financial milestones, your coverage will step down. So 
by the time you are 62, you will still have $200,000 worth of protection – enough to 
cover the remaining short and long term expenses in your retirement such as your 
retirement activities. The upside of spreading the coverage out like this will save 
compared to buying an outright $500,000 policy that you needed at one point would be 
overkill at the end of the term.  
 
While Whole life insurance is a policy that is great because it will provide coverage for 
more than a set period, once whole life coverage is issued, it cannot be revoked, reduced 
or canceled except in individual cases such a non-payment or fraud. This does provide 
customers with whole life insurance like Tyler and Mia a sense of security. Also, the 
benefits include level premiums, which means the rate you pay on the policy will never 
increase. Also, there will be a cash value, a portion of your premium builds cash value, 
which can be borrowed against. While this may sound great it is also worth considering 
the cost associated with this coverage, which could be six to eight times more than any 
other term life insurance policies, like talked about above. Our goal is to evaluate the 
balance between cost and need for life insurance.  
 
With that being said you are currently paying $172.00 a month for your whole life policy. 
While this is a reasonable cost but only ensures $100,000 for the beneficiary. My 
recommendation is that you ladder your policies with two different terms. Take 
additional term coverage out of each for $500,000. For Tyler, this will cost $52.07, and 
for Mia, this would cost $41.56 for 20 years. This would add half a million to your 
current $100,000 policy for a total of $600,000 before you retire at the age of 62.  
 
Disability insurance  
 
This is often the most overlooked policy in the insurance family because the prospect of 
becoming disabling seems remote and because the costs are so hard to swallow for 
family’s budgets. However, extended disability is a lot more common than most people 
think. According to WebMD, your odds of becoming disabled before you retire are about 
1 in 3! For the most part, it is a chronic illness that will cause disability, not a car 
accident. At times this insurance may seem like overkill because you already have health 
insurance to protect expenses medically but disability will protect you and your family 
from potential lost earnings. According to Keith Hoffman, Vice President of disability 
insurance at NFP Corp, says, “Everybody who relies on a paycheck should have this 
coverage.”  
 
There are two main types of disability insurances, short-term, and long-term coverage. 
Each covers a percentage of base salaries and can over different additional services such 
as proper training to return to the workforce. The main difference between the two is the 
short term will pay out for a few months to one year. Whereas you will receive benefits 
until the disability ends, after a certain number of years or retirement age.  
 
The recommendations for disability to adequately cover this support the family 
adequately is Tyler must get additional coverage even though his job offers both short 
and long-term coverage. The short-term coverage is excellent and covers 90 days and 
pays out 100% salary and bonus during that time. In the event of a long-term disability, 
we feel the cover is lacking because it only covers him until age 65 at 60% of current 
salary. Due to that, we recommend that Tyler get an additional policy that would cover 
the remaining 40% in long-term coverage that would cost about $95.51 per month. As for 
Mia, we feel as though both of her policies short and long-term is sufficient enough. In 
the event of a short-term disability, you could borrow money from the emergency fund to 
cover some expenses during that time.  
 
Please keep in mind in the event of a disability it would be best for us to regroup and 
reevaluate goals moving forward.  
 
Medical insurance  
 
In regard to medical insurance, which is provided by Tyler’s employer and is exceptional 
compared to others, the only recommendation we would suggest is possibly looking at 
using FSA if you anticipate incurring a lot of medical expenses in the next year or must 
care for a dependent. There are benefits to FSA account such as being able to use the 
funds immediately. Once you pledge how much you want to put in the FSA at the 
beginning of the year, it will gradually be taken out of each check. However, the full 
amount is available to you and your family immediately. Also, potential medical saving 
could increase. Typically, health insurance may not cover ancillary medical costs such as 
over the counter prescriptions, travel vaccinations, and preventative test.  
 
 
Long-Term Care Insurance 
 
Long-term care insurance is coverage that provides nursing-home care, home-health care, 
personal or adult day care for individuals age 65 or older or with a chronic or disabling 
condition that needs constant supervision. At this time, we do not recommend the 
purchase of long-term care policy. However, we do recommend that it be purchased 
during the ages of 50-55. We recommend you wait to purchase this coverage because of 
your age, it should not be needed at this time. 
 
 
 
 
 
The Property, Casualty, and Liability insurance  
 
After further review, it was determined that policies regarding current home and auto 
policies should be increased.  
 
Automobile insurance  
 
Auto coverage is a requirement because of its importance to protecting you and parties 
involved in the event of an accident. It is also wise because many times you must protect 
yourself and your family from the other people on the road who may not have insurance 
or simply underinsured.  
 
Liability coverage will protect a covered individual against a suit or claim on the covered 
vehicle. This applies to insured and any resident family member on the policy. This is 
often split up into terms like 25/50/20 meaning  
✓ Bodily injury/death of one person: $25,000  
✓ Bodily injury/death of two or more persons: $50,000  
✓ Property damage: $20,000 
Next, medical payments cover all reasonable medical and funeral expenses that could be 
incurred in an accident. This coverage includes all individuals, passengers and family of 
the insured vehicle at the time of the accident. Then last is an uninsured motorist, which 
covers bodily injury and property damages in the event of an uninsured motorist, a hit 
and run driver, or negligent driver whom an insurance company has chosen insolvency. 
This can be added to provide complete coverage.  
 
We have taken the initiative and shopped around for an auto insurance quote with 
casualty, liability, and uninsured motorist through GEICO. GEICO is one of the nation’s 
largest auto insurance company, is widely known for low rates offered directly to 
consumers online and over the phone. As far as financial strength they are considered 
A++ or ‘superior,’ but that is to be expected because the company is wholly owned by 
Berkshire Hathaway led by the successful investor Warren Buffett. They also offer 
mechanical breakdown coverage, emergency roadside assistance, auto repair express, and 
also ridesharing insurance if you are ever decide to drive Lyft or Uber in your spare time. 
They also offer bundle discounts such as multi-car, good driver, and many others that will 
help lower the price. Your new semi-annual insurance payment for both vehicles will be 
$897, down from $1,000 you are currently paying with an increase in coverage to 
250/500/100.  
 
Personal Liability Umbrella insurance  
 
This insurance will provide an additional safety net in case your homeowners or auto 
policy will not cover the full liable amount. We have also received a quote from GEICO 
for umbrella insurance to increase from your current $500,000 amount to $1,000,000, 
which will be a premium of $335. You will be paying $160 more but will have more 
leverage if your umbrella insurance is ever needed. 
 
 
 
Homeowner’s policy  
In regard to your current HO-3 policy with a $100,000 liability limit that will have 
replacement value on contents through an endorsement. We have a couple of 
recommendations. Here at DP Financial, we believe you should increase your deductible 
from the current amount of $500 to $1,000. This will increase your current payment from 
$700 to $1,101 per year. The HO-3 Policy will include inflation in calculations displayed 
later.  
 
Your current HO-3 policy will cover your primary residence and any structures attached 
to this dwelling. (Side note: you will have to take out different business insurance to 
cover retirement art gallery assets and property) However, the coverage does not include 
the land your house stands on. We estimate the fair market value of the area your home is 
20% of the houses value, house value: $225,000 land: $25,000. In the event of filing a 
claim, you would want at the very minimum 80% of the home’s value. If you ever by 
chance fall below that 80% amount the insurance company is not required to pay the full 
amount on the claims. However, at this current point, you are not to worry because you 
are fully covered.  
 
Within the policy, you also have coverage of personal property owned by or used by you. 
While that is the case, it does have maximum dollars attached to those items, which is 
why we recommend endorsement on jewelry, artwork, and other high-value items. This 
policy will cost $85 but covers over $25,000 worth of high-value assets.  
 
We took the initiative of running a risk analysis on your property to see the probability of 
any natural disaster happening such as earthquake, hurricanes, flood, major power 
outage, and tornados. For moderate – high earthquakes and tornados your risk are very 
low but does not entirely guarantee a chance of zero probability. Even though Missouri is 
not right on the coast and taking the bulk of the hurricane, this may be where some of the 
flood risks come from once the storm comes inland. Springfield, MO is on the edge of the 
flood zone, which is why we recommend flood insurance, through GEICO, totaling $83 
per month $996 premium. Since we have bundled this along with auto and other 
insurance your new monthly rate will be $77 per month saving you $72 on your 
premium!  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                               Education planning for Becky Bedo  
 
When families come in and talk about college, the main goal is to save as much as they 
can to help their child with their college expenses. Often the thought alone may seem 
daunting enough to make them turn elsewhere. Children born today could end up paying 
up to four times the current price for tuition. Eventually though, it is the end goal of 
going to college and getting a good education that will lead them to a good job with 
higher earning potential than a typical high school grad outweighs the cost associated 
with higher education. But the biggest question that is faced is how the family will pay 
for that?  
 
There are several ways to start saving. Starting with first Roth IRA, the collective public 
may see this as a retirement saving tool but many fail to realize that it can be used as a 
college saving vehicle. With the biggest misconception being you cannot withdraw 
before the age of 59 ½ without penalty. This is because Roth IRAs allow individuals to 
take out funds tax and penalty free to pay for qualifying education expenses after just five 
years of opening the account. This option is great because even if your child chooses to 
go another route besides college you will still have an additional retirement egg. But 
there is an income limit for eligibility for married couples, which is equal to or more than 
$191,000 gross income. With that being said this may seem ideal but may not fit the bill 
due to the gross income threshold.  
 
Prepaid college tuition plans are also very popular for a couple of reasons. Yes, is exactly 
what it sounds like. This service is offered in more than a dozen states you are allowed to 
pay for portions of your child’s college tuition now, at current prices – protecting 
exponential tuition hikes like stated above. The major downsides include that even if you 
pay Missouri State is $10,000 a year, and you contribute $5,000 today. You have brought 
50% of future college tuition but will leave you to pay the rest at present day prices. This 
would also seem like the most ideal thus far but would also fall short because the state of 
Missouri does not offer this service. There are only a few states remaining such as 
Maryland, Virginia, Texas, Florida, and a couple others.  
 
Last but not least 529 College plans are offered by more than 30 states, these plans are 
also referred to as Qualified Tuition Programs (QTP). In most cases families invest after 
tax money into the plan and are allowed to withdraw the funds and investment gains, tax-
free for use towards education expenses, tuition, books, etc. While each state is different 
they all have various investment options, fees, and operating costs. The only downside to 
this plan is that if Becky does not end up going to college you will face fees and tax 
penalties of 10% when withdrawing the funds but could be transferred to another 
beneficiary if applicable. 
With all of that being said we highly recommend that you begin to use 529-college plan 
to reach to goal for Becky. The goal being set at $10,000 per semester for four years 
beginning in 13 years. Which would give a total lump goal of $140,874.71. This may 
seem lofty but investment funds will contribute $200.00 per month beginning in January 
2019 - July 2032. Exhibit 5.1 goes through the assumptions and analysis breakdown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Investment Policy Statement 
Education funding for Becky Bedo 
 
This Investment Policy Statement (IPS) governs the education portion of Tyler and Mia 
Bedo’s portfolio, which represents their goal to fund their daughter Becky’s college 
education shown in Exhibit 5.1 on page 55-56.  The investments that are governed by this 
Investment Policy Statement (IPS) include all of those put into the §529 tax-free savings 
account specifically dedicated to Becky’s education.   
 
Executive summary:  
 
Tyler & Mia Bedo, couple investors, age 42  
 
Portfolio: 529 College Saving plan, for daughter Becky Bedo  
 
State: Missouri  
 
Current Assets: Growth, Sagebrush, International Fund, Value funds.  
 
Objectives:  
 
• Save $80,000 in present value dollars to have for Becky to attend a 4- year 
university  
• Front loading investments to maximize gains  
• Monthly additional contributions of $32.50 
• Risk profile: Moderately aggressive   
• Time horizon: 13 years  
• Long-term rate of return: 10%  
 
 
D’Andre Payne, as the trusted advisor to Tyler and Mia Bedo is responsible for 
coordinating and facilitating updates to this investment policy. This does include input 
tax and legal advisors who will be there for your assistance. He will also be responsible 
for scheduling and notifying any policy changes.  
 
D’Andre Payne and responsible parties associated with DP Financial, LLC will act a 
trustee role as an advisor to the Bedo family and understands all advice and 
recommendations must keep your foremost best interests. As owners solely of the 
investments and objectives described above Tyler and Mia are ultimately responsible for 
any transactions. Annually or semi annually we will review your allocation of assets on 
this account. In addition, from any voting for proxies, D’Andre Payne will be 
responsible.   
 
Walter Simpson is current manger (manger is subject to change) of your fidelity 
investments, and responsible for sending risk and monthly financial statements to Tyler 
and Mia Bedo.  
 
By signature on this document, Mia and Tyler Bedo and D’Andre Payne – DP Financial, 
LLC acknowledge receipt, confirmation, and agreement of the contents of this document. 
 
  
Tyler Bedo______ 3-20-2020 
     Date 
Mia Bedo_______ 3-20-2020 
    Date 
D’Andre Payne_____ 3-20-2020 
     Date 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Non-Retirement investment planning 
 
With non-retirement investment goals of putting Becky through school, putting an 
addition on the house at 62, opening an art gallery, building a 6-month emergency fund, 
and lastly leaving Becky well off upon your death at the age of 95. You will see in the 
investment plans, objectives and specifics in the exhibits and IPS for each individual 
goal.  
 
Due to your disciplined saving through 20 years of marriage all of these goals stated 
above that much more attainable in the later years of life. We will be able to fund all 
these activities from your current portfolio plus some adjustments from savings.  
 
You will find included in this document an Investment Policy Statement (IPS) that 
addresses each of these goals separately.  You will also find in Exhibits 7a – 7f  details of 
the proposed investment plan to accomplish each goal and Exhibit 7f also gives you a 
combined portfolio that represents all of your non-retirement financial goals. 
 
I have allocated some additional assets to your retirement savings based on the 
recommendations that we have made with your non-retirement goals.  This includes 
contributing $200 per month (that will be funding your emergency fund for the coming 
32 months) into retirement savings starting September of 2022.  We are suggesting that 
this gets invested in the Ruth Fund in Mia’s IRA which will earn 4.8% on a tax-deferred 
basis.   We are also suggesting an additional $200 get invested into Tyler’s IRA CD 
beginning January, 2021 until retirement.  This sum represents the monthly contributions 
that remain after we consider your increased insurance premiums and reduced need for 
non-retirement assets at the age of retirement.  
 
In summary,  we are able to show that you can fully fund your non-retirement goals as 
listed and take both the investment that you have in your EE Bonds in the amount of an 
additional $450 per month to place toward your retirement funding.  $200 of that begins 
in two years once your emergency fund is fully funded.  And we like to reiterate that it 
will remain important to meet on an annual basis to see where you are and what may 
need to be adjusted for the future.  Indeed, if you do need to use your emergency fund we 
would then divert other funds to rebuild that for another future period of need. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Investment Policy Statement 
Home Addition and Art start up Fund  
Executive summary:  
The non-retirement assets of the Bedo Family represent disciplined savings that Mia and 
Tyler have accrued over the past 20 years since they married just out of college.  In 
addition to retirement savings, Mia and Tyler have consistently put money into non-
retirement investment accounts with the idea of being able to fund some additional non-
retirement goals including Mia’s dream of opening an Art Gallery and adding an addition 
onto the house that she can fill with art as well. 
Tyler & Mia Bedo, couple investors, age 42  
 
Portfolio:  Home addition and art gallery for daughter Becky Bedo  
 
State: Missouri  
Option 1: 22,278.00 (Clock fund), $12,730.00 (rocket fund), $15,912(Acquisitions fund), 
and $12,730 (cardinal fund) = $63,650  
Objectives:  
• Save $100,000 in present value dollars to pay for construction of addition to the 
house and beginning art gallery 
• Monthly additional contributions of $15.00 (option 1)  
• Risk profile: Moderately aggressive   
• Time horizon: 20 years  
• Long-term rate of return: expected 10%  
 
 
D’Andre Payne, as your trusted advisor to Tyler and Mia Bedo is responsible for 
coordinating and facilitating updated to this investment policy. This does include input 
tax and legal advisors who will be there for your assistance. He will also be responsible 
for scheduling and notifying any policy changes.  
 
D’Andre Payne and responsible parties associated with DP Financial, LLC will act a 
trustee role as a advisor to the Bedo family and understands all advice and 
recommendations must keep your foremost best interests. As owners solely of the 
investments and objectives described above Tyler and Mia are ultimately responsible for 
any transactions. Annually or semi annually we will review your allocation of assets on 
this account. In addition, from any voting for proxies, D’Andre Payne will be 
responsible.   
 
Walter Simpson is current manger (manger is subject to change) of your fidelity 
investments, and responsible for sending risk and monthly financial statements to Tyler 
and Mia Bedo.  
 
By signature on this document, Mia and Tyler Bedo and D’Andre Payne – DP Financial, 
LLC acknowledge receipt, confirmation, and agreement of the contents of this 
documents.  
 
 
Investment Policy Statement 
Emergency Fund   
Executive summary:  
This Investment Policy Statement (IPS) governs the savings of Mia and Tyler Bedo that 
are dedicated to an emergency fund.  The investments that are governed by this IPS 
include all of those listed in Exhibit 5.3.  In addition to the savings that Mia and Tyler 
Bedo currently have which amounts to $18,000 in savings and Money Market Accounts 
and $17,100 in Whole life cash value, the Bedos will be dedicating $200 per month 
savings for the next 32 months to increase their emergency savings fund to the desired 
amount 
 
Portfolio:  Emergency Fund   
 
State: Missouri  
Current Assets: Savings account   
Objectives:  
• It has been agreed that 6 months of expenses that are agreed to be $7,827 per 
month will be sufficient for this fund.  Monthly contributions of $200 per month   
• Risk profile: Moderately aggressive   
• Time horizon: 32 months’ years  
• Long-term rate of return: expected 10%  
 
 
D’Andre Payne, as your trusted advisor to Tyler and Mia Bedo is responsible for 
coordinating and facilitating updated to this investment policy. This does include input 
tax and legal advisors who will be there for your assistance. He will also be responsible 
for scheduling and notifying any policy changes.  
 
D’Andre Payne and responsible parties associated with DP Financial, LLC will act a 
trustee role as a advisor to the Bedo family and understands all advice and 
recommendations must keep your foremost best interests. As owners solely of the 
investments and objectives described above Tyler and Mia are ultimately responsible for 
any transactions. Annually or semi annually we will review your allocation of assets on 
this account. In addition, from any voting for proxies, D’Andre Payne will be 
responsible.   
 
Walter Simpson is current manger (manger is subject to change) of your fidelity 
investments, and responsible for sending risk and monthly financial statements to Tyler 
and Mia Bedo. The U.S. Government Money Market Funds Average will be the 
benchmark to use for comparisons for the performance of this fund. The growth of 
monies in the Money Market portion of these funds are taxable, while the growth in the 
Whole Life Insurance policy will be tax-free but interest must be paid on those funds in 
the event that they are used in the form of a loan on the policy.  
 
In January of each subsequent year, Elise Daniel shall evaluate this fund and propose any 
allocation changes according to maintaining the goal moving forward.  At the end of two 
years, in the event that no funds have been needed for emergency use, the additional $200 
per month investment into this fund shall cease and the fund will be left to grow until 
needed.  In the event that this fund is not needed during the lifetime of Mia and Tyler 
Bedo, the funds will be included in their estate and passed on to Becky Bedo as a part of 
her legacy. 
 
 
 
By signature on this document, Mia and Tyler Bedo and D’Andre Payne – DP Financial, 
LLC acknowledge receipt, confirmation, and agreement of the contents of this 
documents.  
 
 
 
 
Tyler Bedo______ 3-20-2020 
     Date 
Mia Bedo_______ 3-20-2020 
    Date 
D’Andre Payne_____ 3-20-2020 
     Date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Retirement Assets for Tyler and Mia Bedo 
 
There is a below table that fully incorporates current retirement saving and goals. Based 
on currents savings some major adjustments have to be made in order for you to retire 
comfortably at age 62.  
 
Your current portfolio is earning an average 5.24% rate of return and the goal is to have 
your pre-retirement portfolio earning a 7.75% rate of return, which represents the desired 
moderately conservative risk.  Along with this we have calculated your weighted 
standard deviation, which is currently 5.97%, and the proposed pre-retirement portfolio 
has a weighted standard deviation of 7.55%.  Standard deviation represents the amount of 
risk in the investment and is known as historical volatility.  It is used to measure the 
expected volatility of an investment and we use this to make sure that we are investing 
your assets within the desired moderately conservative risk range that you have specified.  
We have also used the Beta to determine which investments are appropriate for you.  The 
Beta is described as a measure of volatility, or systematic risk, of a security or an 
individual portfolio in comparison to the market as a whole. Beta is used in the capital 
asset pricing model, which calculates the expected rate of return of an asset based on its 
beta and expected returns. The weighted beta on your current portfolio is 0.25 and the 
weighted beta on the proposed pre-retirement portfolio is 0.49. 
 
We will use the calculation of standard deviation to help understand the inherent risk of 
historical volatility of the stock market. I have made some recommendations that will 
include contributions of $200 a month for an emergency fund for 32 months after the 
account is complete. This extra savings can now be shifted into Mia’s IRA on a tax-
deferred basis. An additional $200 should be invested into Tyler’s IRA CD immediately, 
this will help increase total amount towards the retirement account.  
 
We also recommend that Tyler continue to work until the age 65 while Mia retires at the 
age of 62 but still open her art gallery as planned. With this as the combination to the 
above recommendation will put the couple in a better position come the latter stages in 
life, along with coupled health insurance rates saved between the ages of 62 and 65. What 
also has to take into consideration is Tyler’s income alone while Mia is getting her 
business up and running will have another three years of additional savings. Finally, the 
last recommendation is to wait to take full social security benefit until 67. The pushing 
back of the retirement will push all the investments income to the right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Investment Policy Statement 
Retirement Planning Fund  
Executive summary:  
The retirement assets for Mia and Tyler Bedo represent the disciplined savings that they 
have accrued over the past 20 years including taking full advantage of all 401(k) 
matching opportunities at both places of employment.  In addition to the maximum salary 
matching that they have taken advantage of, Mia and Tyler have put additional funds 
aside for their future retirement goals.  This Investment Policy Statement (IPS) governs 
the portion of their portfolio that represents their retirement goals to be able to live in 
style and travel a bit during retirement.  The investments that are governed by this IPS 
include both 401(k) plans through employers as well as the Potsdam Fixed Annuity that 
Mia has, the IRA funds for both Tyler and Mia and the EE Bonds that were gifted to Mia 
and Tyler by Tyler’s parents.  This combination of funds is moderately conservative and 
is detailed in the attached retirement planning worksheet. 
 
Tyler & Mia Bedo, couple investors, age 42  
 
Portfolio:  Retirement Planning Fund  
 
State: Missouri  
 
Current Assets:  
Objectives:  
• To fund Tyler and Mia full retirement to satisfy future financial needs living 
comfortably through age 95  
• Additional income from Mia’s art gallery  
• Delay Tyler’s retirement until 65   
• Delayed taking social security benefit until 67 to claim full compensation 
• Risk profile: Moderately conservative    
• Time horizon: 25 years  
• Long-term rate of return: expected 7.75%  
 
D’Andre Payne, as your trusted advisor to Tyler and Mia Bedo is responsible for 
coordinating and facilitating updated to this investment policy. This does include input 
tax and legal advisors who will be there for your assistance. He will also be responsible 
for scheduling and notifying any policy changes.  
 
D’Andre Payne and responsible parties associated with DP Financial, LLC will act a 
trustee role as a advisor to the Bedo family and understands all advice and 
recommendations must keep your foremost best interests. As owners solely of the 
investments and objectives described above Tyler and Mia are ultimately responsible for 
any transactions. Annually or semi annually we will review your allocation of assets on 
this account. In addition, from any voting for proxies, D’Andre Payne will be 
responsible.   
 
Walter Simpson is current manger (manger is subject to change) of your fidelity 
investments, and responsible for sending risk and monthly financial statements to Tyler 
and Mia Bedo.  
 
By signature on this document, Mia and Tyler Bedo and D’Andre Payne – DP Financial, 
LLC acknowledge both receipt, confirmation, and agreement of the contents of this 
documents.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tyler Bedo______ 3-20-2020 
     Date 
Mia Bedo_______ 3-20-2020 
    Date 
D’Andre Payne_____ 3-20-2020 
     Date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Estate planning  
 
After a review of the current estate plans in place, there are significant recommendations 
that should be into consideration within the near future. Your present will was created by 
way of “will kit,” and there are risks and dangers associated with this process. It is 
imperative that you consult with an estate attorney to guide the whole legal document. 
The risk here is that they might not fully execute the will, and estate documents represent 
the exact formalities of the papers. If the will is deemed not to valid through the courts, 
you would die intestate. Meaning the state would have the full determination of your 
assets. This is why proper and accurate documentation is vital for estate planning.  
 
At DP Financial we suggest all of our clients have a clear vision of charitable 
contributions, either your alma mater, church, or non-profit organization. This must 
clearly be articulated in your will to ensure that this transaction takes place and goes to 
the correct cause.  
 
Also recommend that you have stated in your will and testament if either one of you are 
to be incapacitated, who will make the final decision. This is something that should be 
discussed between both of you ahead of time, so you are truly fulfilling your partner’s 
wishes when that moment comes.  
 
Due to the new raise estate tax from $5.49 million to $11.18 million you will not be 
subject to this tax.  
 
In regard to remaining assets that will be passed down to the surviving spouse. All of the 
policies, bank, and retirement accounts all should have an assigned beneficiary, in your 
case most of your accounts will pass to the surviving spouse upon death. Also, your bank 
accounts should also have ‘Payable on death,’ also known as POD or ‘Transfer on 
Death,’ TOD clauses to verify and ensure that monies will be directly transferred to your 
spouse. The TOD clause is also used in other forms of assets such as cars and boats, if not 
jointly owned. Due to this you can add this to your latest car at the time and transfer to 
Becky or whomever.  
 
Your home and most of your physical assets are currently owned as joint tenants with a 
right of survivorship (JTWROS).  What this means to you is that the survivor will inherit 
the property and they will also have the advantage of a basis step-up in value.  This saves 
on taxes if and when the survivor was to sell an asset. When joint tenants own assets 
with rights of survivorship between spouses and one spouse passes away, a partial 
increase in basis usually applies. This means that 50% of the value of the home (and 
other assets owned JTWROS) will “step-up” to the market value at the time of death of 
the other spouse.  Since taxes due are based on your initial investment or basis this 
saves you capital gains taxes when the asset is eventually sold or passed on.   
 
Due to the fact that Becky is still a minor it will be critical for you to have guardianship 
arranged in the event that both of you were to pass away before Becky reaches the age of 
majority. Without this document in place, the state would appoint a guardian for Becky.  
It is also very important to designate a trustee who will manage all assets until Becky 
reaches adulthood.  You may want to assess who this will be and find an in-state trustee.  
It is important to think about where Becky would grow up and since Barbara lives in 
Oregon you may want to consider someone that lives here in Missouri to eliminate such 
dramatic change for Becky in the event of your death.  Again, an attorney that specializes 
in family law and estate planning will be essential for you to meet with to ensure that you 
have all of these documents in place and properly executed. We have several estate 
planning attorneys that we can recommend to you and the cost will be approximately 
$1,200 to get all of your estate documents in place. 
 
The final income taxes in the event of death must still be paid and marked as deceased. 
You will use the standard tax procedure and form as if the person is still alive. If 
applicable, the surviving spouse can file as a qualifying widower or widow, ensuring you 
stay in the same tax bracket.   
 
Executor fees are estimated at $13,500 per person in today’s dollars, which would equals 
about $108,000 per person 53 years from now, assuming death at age 95. 
Funeral expenses are estimated at $9,000 per person in today’s dollars, which equals 
$71,950 per person 53 years from now assuming death at age 95. 
 
Assets that will pass on to spouse 
Asset  Passes to spouse through  
Home  JTWROS  
Furniture  JTWROS 
Vehicles  JTWROS 
Boat  JTWROS 
Yard equipment  JTWROS 
Jewelry/Collectibles  JTWROS 
Artwork  JTWROS 
Golf clubs  JTWROS 
Sporting Equipment  JTWROS 
Joint Bank accounts  JTWROS 
Joint investments assets  JTWROS 
Life insurance  Contractual agreement to beneficiary 
Retirement accounts  Contractual agreement to beneficiary  
 
 
 
 
Summary of Recommendations 
 
Here is a summary of the action items that we are currently recommending for you to 
take in 2020 to help you to reach your financial goals.  Remember that we will meet on 
an annual basis to assess your position and any needed changes to keep you on track in 
the future. Please refer to any of the below illustrations, diagraphs, quotes, and 
calculations for further questions.  
 
1.  Pay off credit card debt using checking and saving account  
2.  §529 Savings Plan for Becky’s College Education 
3.  Increase in umbrella liability and flood insurance  
4.  Purhcase term life insurance  
5.  Purchase additonal disability insurance for Tyler  
6. Adjust assets for non retirement and retirement assets  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exhibit 1.1 – Cash flow 2019 
 
 
 
Tyler Mia Combined 
70,521.01$ 33,470.00$ 103,991.01$ 
34,233.30$ 34,233.30$   
138,224.31$ 
138,224.31$ 
2,115.63$   2,115.63$     
1,004.10$   1,004.10$     
3,119.73$     
18,668.00$ $3,510.00 22,178.00$   
4,862.00$   $1,404.00 6,266.00$     
$7,800 2486.04 $10,286
1,675.00$     
700.00$        
4,200.00$     
400.00$        
13,056.00$   
5,100.00$     
2,800.00$     
1,500.00$     
2,000.00$     
450.00$        
5,412.00$     
5,100.00$     
auto maintenance
auto insurance premiums
Missori plate/tag tax 
Auto Loan payment 
Charge account and credit card 
Household services 
Mortage payment 
Food/Clothing/ Tranportation 
Food 
clothing 
FICA 
Housing 
Real Estate Taxes 
Homeowners insurance 
Utilities 
Total non-Taxable income 
Expenses 
Taxes 
Federal income Tax 
State and Local tax 
Total Gross Income
Employee contrubtions: 
Graham Fund 
Rocket fund 
Taxable income 
Salary
Bonus 
Total Taxable Income 
 Cash Flow Statements (2017)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
240.00$        
240.00$        
600.00$        
2,064.00$     
3,600.00$     
175.00$        
300.00$        
300.00$        
1,500.00$     
120.00$        
1,200.00$     
118.20$        
2,700.00$     
600.00$        
3,300.00$     
2,700.00$     
3,000.00$     
1,800.00$     
960.00$        
1,000.00$     
4,200.00$     
600.00$        
1,800.00$     
1,800.00$     
1,800.00$     
960.00$        
420.00$        
400.00$        
119,620.24$ 
Housekeeping 
pet care 
tax prep 
Total Ordinary Expenses 
University Alumni 
church 
United Way 
Hoilday Giving 
Home improvement 
Dues
Dining out 
Recreation 
Travel 
Saving for art/art gallery 
Subscriptions 
Gifts to Charities
Life insurance income  
Discretionary Expenses
Entertainment 
Satellite TV 
Umbrella Insurance Premium
Disability Insurance Premium 
Other Misc. Insurance
Telephone 
Bank charges 
Personal Care exp. 
Other Committed Expenses
Medical costs 
Prescriptions 
Dental and eye expenses 
Life insurance payments 
Medical health insurance premiums 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2,053.99$   2,053.99$     
2,053.99$   2,053.99$     
3,249.60$   3,249.60$     
3,000.00$     
3,000.00$     
3,000.00$     
3,000.00$     
3,000.00$     
141,977.82$ 
(6,781.94)$    
Money Market account 
Gross Expenses 
Annnal Cash flow Deficit 
Non-Tax Deferred Retirement Plans 
Sagebrush Fund 
Haley G&I Fund 
Ruth Fund 
Fix Annutity 
Savings 
Tax Deferred Retirement plan 
Consumer fund 
Graham Fund 
Rocket Fund 
 
 
 
 
Exhibit 1.2 – 2019 Tax forms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exhibit 2.1 — Mortgage amortization chart 
 
 
Loan Details 
Original Price $150,00.00 
Loan term (qty years) 30 
Interest Rate 12 
Payment Amount $1,087.60 
 
 
Mortgage amortization chart  
Month Payment Interest Principal Balance 
0    $150,00.00 
1 $1,087.60  $983.70  $103.23  $149,896.77  
2 $1,087.60  $983.02  $103.91  $149,792.86  
3 $1,087.60  $982.33  $104.59  $149,688.28  
4 $1,087.60  $981.64  $105.27  $149,583.00  
5 $1,087.60  $980.94  $105.97  $149,477.04  
6 $1,087.60  $980.24  $106.66  $149,370.37  
7 $1,087.60  $979.54  $107.36  $149,263.01  
8 $1,087.60  $978.83  $108.07  $149,154.95  
9 $1,087.60  $978.12  $108.77  $149,046.17  
10 $1,087.60  $977.40  $109.49  $148,936.68  
11 $1,087.60  $976.67  $110.21  $148,826.48  
12 $1,087.60  $975.95  $110.93  $148,715.55  
13 $1,087.60  $975.21  $111.66  $148,603.89  
14 $1,087.60  $974.48  $112.39  $148,491.50  
15 $1,087.60  $973.73  $113.13  $148,378.37  
16 $1,087.60  $972.99  $113.87  $148,264.50  
17 $1,087.60  $972.23  $114.62  $148,149.88  
18 $1,087.60  $971.48  $115.37  $148,034.51  
19 $1,087.60  $970.71  $116.13  $147,918.38  
20 $1,087.60  $969.95  $116.89  $147,801.49  
21 $1,087.60  $969.18  $117.66  $147,683.84  
22 $1,087.60  $968.40  $118.43  $147,565.41  
23 $1,087.60  $967.62  $119.21  $147,446.20  
24 $1,087.60  $966.83  $119.99  $147,326.21  
25 $1,087.60  $966.04  $120.78  $147,205.44  
26 $1,087.60  $965.24  $121.57  $147,083.87  
27 $1,087.60  $964.43  $122.37  $146,961.50  
28 $1,087.60  $963.63  $123.17  $146,838.33  
29 $1,087.60  $962.81  $123.98  $146,714.35  
30 $1,087.60  $961.99  $124.79  $146,589.56  
31 $1,087.60  $961.17  $125.61  $146,463.95  
 
32 $1,087.60  $960.34  $126.43  $146,337.52  
33 $1,087.60  $959.50  $127.26  $146,210.25  
34 $1,087.60  $958.66  $128.10  $146,082.16  
35 $1,087.60  $957.82  $128.94  $145,953.22  
36 $1,087.60  $956.97  $129.79  $145,823.43  
37 $1,087.60  $956.11  $130.64  $145,692.79  
38 $1,087.60  $955.25  $131.50  $145,561.30  
39 $1,087.60  $954.38  $132.36  $145,428.94  
40 $1,087.60  $953.50  $133.23  $145,295.71  
41 $1,087.60  $952.62  $134.10  $145,161.61  
42 $1,087.60  $951.74  $134.98  $145,026.63  
43 $1,087.60  $950.85  $135.87  $144,890.76  
44 $1,087.60  $949.95  $136.76  $144,754.00  
45 $1,087.60  $949.04  $137.66  $144,616.35  
46 $1,087.60  $948.14  $138.56  $144,477.79  
47 $1,087.60  $947.22  $139.47  $144,338.32  
48 $1,087.60  $946.30  $140.38  $144,197.94  
49 $1,087.60  $945.37  $141.31  $144,056.63  
50 $1,087.60  $944.44  $142.23  $143,914.40  
51 $1,087.60  $943.50  $143.17  $143,771.23  
52 $1,087.60  $942.55  $144.11  $143,627.13  
53 $1,087.60  $941.60  $145.05  $143,482.08  
54 $1,087.60  $940.64  $146.00  $143,336.07  
55 $1,087.60  $939.68  $146.96  $143,189.11  
56 $1,087.60  $938.71  $147.93  $143,041.19  
57 $1,087.60  $937.73  $148.90  $142,892.29  
58 $1,087.60  $936.75  $149.87  $142,742.42  
59 $1,087.60  $935.76  $150.86  $142,591.56  
60 $1,087.60  $934.76  $151.85  $142,439.71  
61 $1,087.60  $933.76  $152.84  $142,286.87  
62 $1,087.60  $932.75  $153.85  $142,133.02  
63 $1,087.60  $931.73  $154.86  $141,978.17  
64 $1,087.60  $930.71  $155.87  $141,822.30  
65 $1,087.60  $929.68  $156.90  $141,665.40  
66 $1,087.60  $928.64  $157.92  $141,507.48  
67 $1,087.60  $927.60  $158.96  $141,348.51  
68 $1,087.60  $926.55  $160.00  $141,188.51  
69 $1,087.60  $925.49  $161.05  $141,027.45  
70 $1,087.60  $924.43  $162.11  $140,865.34  
71 $1,087.60  $923.36  $163.18  $140,702.17  
72 $1,087.60  $922.28  $164.25  $140,537.92  
73 $1,087.60  $921.20  $165.32  $140,372.60  
74 $1,087.60  $920.10  $166.41  $140,206.19  
75 $1,087.60  $919.00  $167.50  $140,038.69  
76 $1,087.60  $917.90  $168.60  $139,870.09  
77 $1,087.60  $916.78  $169.71  $139,700.38  
78 $1,087.60  $915.66  $170.82  $139,529.56  
79 $1,087.60  $914.53  $171.94  $139,357.62  
80 $1,087.60  $913.40  $173.07  $139,184.55  
81 $1,087.60  $912.26  $174.21  $139,010.34  
82 $1,087.60  $911.10  $175.35  $138,835.00  
83 $1,087.60  $909.95  $176.50  $138,658.50  
84 $1,087.60  $908.78  $177.66  $138,480.84  
85 $1,087.60  $907.61  $178.82  $138,302.01  
86 $1,087.60  $906.43  $180.00  $138,122.02  
87 $1,087.60  $905.24  $181.18  $137,940.84  
88 $1,087.60  $904.04  $182.37  $137,758.47  
89 $1,087.60  $902.84  $183.56  $137,574.91  
90 $1,087.60  $901.62  $184.77  $137,390.14  
91 $1,087.60  $900.40  $185.98  $137,204.16  
92 $1,087.60  $899.17  $187.20  $137,016.96  
93 $1,087.60  $897.94  $188.43  $136,828.53  
94 $1,087.60  $896.69  $189.67  $136,638.86  
95 $1,087.60  $895.44  $190.91  $136,447.95  
96 $1,087.60  $894.18  $192.16  $136,255.78  
97 $1,087.60  $892.91  $193.43  $136,062.36  
98 $1,087.60  $891.63  $194.69  $135,867.66  
99 $1,087.60  $890.35  $195.97  $135,671.69  
100 $1,087.60  $889.05  $197.26  $135,474.43  
101 $1,087.60  $887.75  $198.55  $135,275.88  
102 $1,087.60  $886.44  $199.86  $135,076.02  
103 $1,087.60  $885.12  $201.17  $134,874.85  
104 $1,087.60  $883.79  $202.49  $134,672.37  
105 $1,087.60  $882.45  $203.82  $134,468.55  
106 $1,087.60  $881.10  $205.15  $134,263.40  
107 $1,087.60  $879.75  $206.50  $134,056.90  
108 $1,087.60  $878.38  $207.86  $133,849.04  
109 $1,087.60  $877.01  $209.22  $133,639.82  
110 $1,087.60  $875.63  $210.59  $133,429.23  
111 $1,087.60  $874.24  $211.97  $133,217.25  
112 $1,087.60  $872.84  $213.37  $133,003.89  
113 $1,087.60  $871.43  $214.77  $132,789.12  
114 $1,087.60  $870.01  $216.18  $132,572.94  
115 $1,087.60  $868.58  $217.59  $132,355.35  
116 $1,087.60  $867.14  $219.02  $132,136.33  
117 $1,087.60  $865.70  $220.46  $131,915.87  
118 $1,087.60  $864.24  $221.91  $131,693.96  
119 $1,087.60  $862.78  $223.36  $131,470.60  
120 $1,087.60  $861.30  $224.83  $131,245.77  
121 $1,087.60  $859.82  $226.30  $131,019.47  
122 $1,087.60  $858.32  $227.79  $130,791.68  
123 $1,087.60  $856.82  $229.28  $130,562.40  
124 $1,087.60  $855.30  $230.79  $130,331.61  
125 $1,087.60  $853.78  $232.30  $130,099.30  
126 $1,087.60  $852.24  $233.83  $129,865.48  
127 $1,087.60  $850.70  $235.36  $129,630.12  
128 $1,087.60  $849.14  $236.91  $129,393.21  
129 $1,087.60  $847.58  $238.46  $129,154.75  
130 $1,087.60  $846.00  $240.03  $128,914.72  
131 $1,087.60  $844.42  $241.60  $128,673.12  
132 $1,087.60  $842.82  $243.19  $128,429.93  
133 $1,087.60  $841.22  $244.78  $128,185.15  
134 $1,087.60  $839.60  $246.39  $127,938.76  
135 $1,087.60  $837.97  $248.01  $127,690.76  
136 $1,087.60  $836.33  $249.63  $127,441.12  
137 $1,087.60  $834.68  $251.27  $127,189.85  
138 $1,087.60  $833.02  $252.92  $126,936.93  
139 $1,087.60  $831.35  $254.58  $126,682.35  
140 $1,087.60  $829.67  $256.25  $126,426.10  
141 $1,087.60  $827.98  $257.93  $126,168.17  
142 $1,087.60  $826.27  $259.63  $125,908.54  
143 $1,087.60  $824.56  $261.33  $125,647.21  
144 $1,087.60  $822.83  $263.04  $125,384.17  
145 $1,087.60  $821.10  $264.77  $125,119.40  
146 $1,087.60  $819.35  $266.51  $124,852.89  
147 $1,087.60  $817.59  $268.26  $124,584.63  
148 $1,087.60  $815.81  $270.02  $124,314.61  
149 $1,087.60  $814.03  $271.79  $124,042.82  
150 $1,087.60  $812.24  $273.57  $123,769.25  
151 $1,087.60  $810.43  $275.37  $123,493.88  
152 $1,087.60  $808.61  $277.18  $123,216.71  
153 $1,087.60  $806.78  $278.99  $122,937.71  
154 $1,087.60  $804.94  $280.83  $122,656.89  
155 $1,087.60  $803.08  $282.67  $122,374.22  
156 $1,087.60  $801.21  $284.52  $122,089.70  
157 $1,087.60  $799.33  $286.39  $121,803.31  
158 $1,087.60  $797.44  $288.27  $121,515.04  
159 $1,087.60  $795.54  $290.16  $121,224.87  
160 $1,087.60  $793.62  $292.07  $120,932.81  
161 $1,087.60  $791.69  $293.98  $120,638.83  
162 $1,087.60  $789.75  $295.91  $120,342.91  
163 $1,087.60  $787.80  $297.85  $120,045.06  
164 $1,087.60  $785.83  $299.81  $119,745.25  
165 $1,087.60  $783.85  $301.78  $119,443.48  
166 $1,087.60  $781.85  $303.76  $119,139.72  
167 $1,087.60  $779.85  $305.75  $118,833.97  
168 $1,087.60  $777.83  $307.76  $118,526.21  
169 $1,087.60  $775.80  $309.78  $118,216.44  
170 $1,087.60  $773.75  $311.81  $117,904.63  
171 $1,087.60  $771.69  $313.85  $117,590.77  
172 $1,087.60  $769.62  $315.91  $117,274.86  
173 $1,087.60  $767.53  $317.99  $116,956.87  
174 $1,087.60  $765.43  $320.07  $116,636.80  
175 $1,087.60  $763.31  $322.18  $116,314.62  
176 $1,087.60  $761.19  $324.29  $115,990.33  
177 $1,087.60  $759.04  $326.42  $115,663.92  
178 $1,087.60  $756.89  $328.56  $115,335.36  
179 $1,087.60  $754.72  $330.72  $115,004.64  
180 $1,087.60  $752.53  $332.89  $114,671.75  
181 $1,087.60  $750.33  $335.07  $114,336.68  
182 $1,087.60  $748.12  $337.27  $113,999.41  
183 $1,087.60  $745.89  $339.48  $113,659.93  
184 $1,087.60  $743.65  $341.71  $113,318.22  
185 $1,087.60  $741.39  $343.95  $112,974.27  
186 $1,087.60  $739.12  $346.21  $112,628.06  
187 $1,087.60  $736.83  $348.48  $112,279.57  
188 $1,087.60  $734.53  $350.77  $111,928.80  
189 $1,087.60  $732.22  $353.07  $111,575.73  
190 $1,087.60  $729.88  $355.39  $111,220.34  
191 $1,087.60  $727.54  $357.72  $110,862.62  
192 $1,087.60  $725.17  $360.07  $110,502.56  
193 $1,087.60  $722.79  $362.43  $110,140.12  
194 $1,087.60  $720.40  $364.81  $109,775.31  
195 $1,087.60  $717.99  $367.20  $109,408.11  
196 $1,087.60  $715.57  $369.61  $109,038.50  
197 $1,087.60  $713.12  $372.04  $108,666.46  
198 $1,087.60  $710.67  $374.48  $108,291.98  
199 $1,087.60  $708.19  $376.94  $107,915.04  
200 $1,087.60  $705.70  $379.41  $107,535.63  
201 $1,087.60  $703.20  $381.90  $107,153.73  
202 $1,087.60  $700.67  $384.41  $106,769.32  
203 $1,087.60  $698.13  $386.93  $106,382.39  
204 $1,087.60  $695.58  $389.47  $105,992.92  
205 $1,087.60  $693.01  $392.03  $105,600.89  
206 $1,087.60  $690.42  $394.60  $105,206.30  
207 $1,087.60  $687.81  $397.19  $104,809.11  
208 $1,087.60  $685.19  $399.79  $104,409.31  
209 $1,087.60  $682.55  $402.42  $104,006.90  
210 $1,087.60  $679.89  $405.06  $103,601.84  
211 $1,087.60  $677.21  $407.72  $103,194.12  
212 $1,087.60  $674.52  $410.39  $102,783.73  
213 $1,087.60  $671.81  $413.09  $102,370.64  
214 $1,087.60  $669.08  $415.80  $101,954.84  
215 $1,087.60  $666.33  $418.53  $101,536.32  
216 $1,087.60  $663.57  $421.27  $101,115.05  
217 $1,087.60  $660.78  $424.04  $100,691.01  
218 $1,087.60  $657.98  $426.82  $100,264.19  
219 $1,087.60  $655.16  $429.62  $99,834.57  
220 $1,087.60  $652.33  $432.44  $99,402.13  
221 $1,087.60  $649.47  $435.28  $98,966.85  
222 $1,087.60  $646.59  $438.13  $98,528.72  
223 $1,087.60  $643.70  $441.01  $98,087.71  
224 $1,087.60  $640.79  $443.90  $97,643.81  
225 $1,087.60  $637.86  $446.82  $97,196.99  
226 $1,087.60  $634.90  $449.75  $96,747.24  
227 $1,087.60  $631.93  $452.70  $96,294.54  
228 $1,087.60  $628.94  $455.67  $95,838.87  
229 $1,087.60  $625.93  $458.66  $95,380.21  
230 $1,087.60  $622.90  $461.67  $94,918.54  
231 $1,087.60  $619.85  $464.70  $94,453.84  
232 $1,087.60  $616.78  $467.75  $93,986.08  
233 $1,087.60  $613.69  $470.82  $93,515.26  
234 $1,087.60  $610.58  $473.91  $93,041.35  
235 $1,087.60  $607.45  $477.02  $92,564.33  
236 $1,087.60  $604.30  $480.15  $92,084.18  
237 $1,087.60  $601.13  $483.30  $91,600.88  
238 $1,087.60  $597.94  $486.47  $91,114.41  
239 $1,087.60  $594.72  $489.67  $90,624.74  
240 $1,087.60  $591.49  $492.88  $90,131.86  
241 $1,087.60  $588.23  $496.11  $89,635.75  
242 $1,087.60  $584.96  $499.37  $89,136.38  
243 $1,087.60  $581.66  $502.65  $88,633.73  
244 $1,087.60  $578.34  $505.95  $88,127.79  
245 $1,087.60  $575.00  $509.27  $87,618.52  
246 $1,087.60  $571.63  $512.61  $87,105.92  
247 $1,087.60  $568.25  $515.97  $86,589.94  
248 $1,087.60  $564.84  $519.36  $86,070.59  
249 $1,087.60  $561.41  $522.77  $85,547.82  
250 $1,087.60  $557.95  $526.20  $85,021.62  
251 $1,087.60  $554.48  $529.65  $84,491.97  
252 $1,087.60  $550.98  $533.13  $83,958.85  
253 $1,087.60  $547.46  $536.62  $83,422.22  
254 $1,087.60  $543.91  $540.15  $82,882.08  
255 $1,087.60  $540.35  $543.69  $82,338.39  
256 $1,087.60  $536.75  $547.26  $81,791.13  
257 $1,087.60  $533.14  $550.85  $81,240.28  
258 $1,087.60  $529.50  $554.46  $80,685.82  
259 $1,087.60  $525.84  $558.10  $80,127.71  
260 $1,087.60  $522.15  $561.77  $79,565.95  
261 $1,087.60  $518.44  $565.45  $79,000.49  
262 $1,087.60  $514.71  $569.16  $78,431.33  
263 $1,087.60  $510.95  $572.90  $77,858.43  
264 $1,087.60  $507.16  $576.66  $77,281.77  
265 $1,087.60  $503.35  $580.44  $76,701.33  
266 $1,087.60  $499.52  $584.25  $76,117.08  
267 $1,087.60  $495.66  $588.09  $75,528.99  
268 $1,087.60  $491.77  $591.95  $74,937.05  
269 $1,087.60  $487.86  $595.83  $74,341.22  
270 $1,087.60  $483.93  $599.74  $73,741.48  
271 $1,087.60  $479.97  $603.68  $73,137.80  
272 $1,087.60  $475.98  $607.64  $72,530.17  
273 $1,087.60  $471.97  $611.62  $71,918.54  
274 $1,087.60  $467.93  $615.64  $71,302.90  
275 $1,087.60  $463.86  $619.68  $70,683.22  
276 $1,087.60  $459.77  $623.75  $70,059.48  
277 $1,087.60  $455.65  $627.84  $69,431.64  
278 $1,087.60  $451.50  $631.96  $68,799.68  
279 $1,087.60  $447.32  $636.11  $68,163.57  
280 $1,087.60  $443.12  $640.28  $67,523.29  
281 $1,087.60  $438.89  $644.48  $66,878.81  
282 $1,087.60  $434.64  $648.71  $66,230.10  
283 $1,087.60  $430.35  $652.97  $65,577.13  
284 $1,087.60  $426.04  $657.25  $64,919.88  
285 $1,087.60  $421.70  $661.57  $64,258.31  
286 $1,087.60  $417.33  $665.91  $63,592.40  
287 $1,087.60  $412.93  $670.28  $62,922.12  
288 $1,087.60  $408.50  $674.68  $62,247.44  
289 $1,087.60  $404.04  $679.11  $61,568.34  
290 $1,087.60  $399.56  $683.56  $60,884.78  
291 $1,087.60  $395.04  $688.05  $60,196.73  
292 $1,087.60  $390.50  $692.56  $59,504.17  
293 $1,087.60  $385.92  $697.11  $58,807.06  
294 $1,087.60  $381.32  $701.68  $58,105.37  
295 $1,087.60  $376.68  $706.29  $57,399.09  
296 $1,087.60  $372.02  $710.92  $56,688.16  
297 $1,087.60  $367.32  $715.59  $55,972.58  
298 $1,087.60  $362.59  $720.28  $55,252.29  
299 $1,087.60  $357.84  $725.01  $54,527.28  
300 $1,087.60  $353.05  $729.77  $53,797.51  
301 $1,087.60  $348.23  $734.56  $53,062.95  
302 $1,087.60  $343.37  $739.38  $52,323.58  
303 $1,087.60  $338.49  $744.23  $51,579.35  
304 $1,087.60  $333.57  $749.11  $50,830.23  
305 $1,087.60  $328.63  $754.03  $50,076.20  
306 $1,087.60  $323.64  $758.98  $49,317.22  
307 $1,087.60  $318.63  $763.96  $48,553.26  
308 $1,087.60  $313.58  $768.97  $47,784.29  
309 $1,087.60  $308.50  $774.02  $47,010.27  
310 $1,087.60  $303.39  $779.10  $46,231.17  
311 $1,087.60  $298.25  $784.21  $45,446.96  
312 $1,087.60  $293.07  $789.36  $44,657.60  
313 $1,087.60  $287.85  $794.54  $43,863.06  
314 $1,087.60  $282.60  $799.75  $43,063.31  
315 $1,087.60  $277.32  $805.00  $42,258.31  
316 $1,087.60  $272.00  $810.28  $41,448.02  
317 $1,087.60  $266.65  $815.60  $40,632.42  
318 $1,087.60  $261.26  $820.95  $39,811.47  
319 $1,087.60  $255.84  $826.34  $38,985.13  
320 $1,087.60  $250.38  $831.76  $38,153.36  
321 $1,087.60  $244.89  $837.22  $37,316.14  
322 $1,087.60  $239.36  $842.72  $36,473.42  
323 $1,087.60  $233.79  $848.25  $35,625.17  
324 $1,087.60  $228.19  $853.81  $34,771.36  
325 $1,087.60  $222.55  $859.42  $33,911.94  
326 $1,087.60  $216.87  $865.06  $33,046.89  
327 $1,087.60  $211.16  $870.73  $32,176.15  
328 $1,087.60  $205.40  $876.45  $31,299.70  
329 $1,087.60  $199.61  $882.20  $30,417.50  
330 $1,087.60  $193.79  $887.99  $29,529.52  
331 $1,087.60  $187.92  $893.82  $28,635.70  
332 $1,087.60  $182.02  $899.68  $27,736.02  
333 $1,087.60  $176.07  $905.59  $26,830.43  
334 $1,087.60  $170.09  $911.53  $25,918.90  
335 $1,087.60  $164.07  $917.51  $25,001.39  
336 $1,087.60  $158.01  $923.53  $24,077.86  
337 $1,087.60  $151.91  $929.59  $23,148.26  
338 $1,087.60  $145.77  $935.69  $22,212.57  
339 $1,087.60  $139.59  $941.83  $21,270.74  
340 $1,087.60  $133.37  $948.01  $20,322.72  
341 $1,087.60  $127.11  $954.24  $19,368.49  
342 $1,087.60  $120.80  $960.50  $18,407.99  
343 $1,087.60  $114.46  $966.80  $17,441.19  
344 $1,087.60  $108.07  $973.15  $16,468.04  
345 $1,087.60  $101.64  $979.53  $15,488.51  
346 $1,087.60  $95.17  $985.96  $14,502.55  
347 $1,087.60  $88.66  $992.43  $13,510.11  
348 $1,087.60  $82.10  $998.94  $12,511.17  
349 $1,087.60  $75.51  $1,005.50  $11,505.67  
350 $1,087.60  $68.86  $1,012.10  $10,493.57  
351 $1,087.60  $62.18  $1,018.74  $9,474.83  
352 $1,087.60  $55.45  $1,025.43  $8,449.41  
353 $1,087.60  $48.68  $1,032.15  $7,417.25  
354 $1,087.60  $41.86  $1,038.93  $6,378.32  
355 $1,087.60  $35.00  $1,045.75  $5,332.58  
356 $1,087.60  $28.09  $1,052.61  $4,279.97  
357 $1,087.60  $21.13  $1,059.52  $3,220.45  
358 $1,087.60  $14.14  $1,066.47  $2,153.98  
359 $1,087.60  $7.09  $1,073.47  $1,080.51  
360 $1,087.60  - $1,080.51  ($0.00) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exhbit 3.1 – Pro forma Cash flow 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tyler Mia Combined 
70,521.01$           33,470.00$ 103,991.01$ 
34,233.30$           34,233.30$   
138,224.31$ 
138,224.31$ 
2,115.63$             2,115.63$     
1,004.10$   1,004.10$     
3,119.73$     
12,694.00$           $3,510.00 16,204.00$   
4,862.00$             $1,404.00 6,266.00$     
7,800.00$             2,486.04$   10,286.04$   
1,675.00$     
1,101.00$     
994.00$        
4,200.00$     
400.00$        
13,056.00$   
5,100.00$     
2,800.00$     
1,500.00$     
1,794.00$     
450.00$        
5,412.00$     
5,100.00$     
Flood insurance
auto maintenance
auto insurance premiums
Missori plate/tag tax 
Auto Loan payment 
Charge account and credit card 
Household services 
Mortage payment 
Food/Clothing/ Tranportation 
Food 
clothing 
FICA 
Housing 
Real Estate Taxes 
Homeowners insurance 
Utilities 
Total non-Taxable income 
Expenses 
Taxes 
Federal income Tax 
State and Local tax 
Total Gross Income
Employee contrubtions: 
Graham Fund 
Rocket fund 
Taxable income 
Salary
Bonus 
Total Taxable Income 
 Pro Forma Cash Flow Statements (2018)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$1,800 $1,800
(240.00)$       
(240.00)$       
(600.00)$       
4,405.12$     
3,600.00$     
335.00$        
1,146.12$     
300.00$        
1,500.00$     
120.00$        
1,200.00$     
118.20$        
$32.50 $390.00
2,700.00$     
600.00$        
3,300.00$     
2,700.00$     
3,000.00$     
increase to $3,000 3,000.00$     
960.00$        
1,000.00$     
4,200.00$     
600.00$        
1,800.00$     
1,800.00$     
1,800.00$     
960.00$        
420.00$        
400.00$        
119,022.48$ 
Housekeeping 
pet care 
tax prep 
Total Ordinary Expenses 
University Alumni 
church 
United Way 
Hoilday Giving 
Home improvement 
Dues
Dining out 
Recreation 
Travel 
Saving for art/art gallery 
Subscriptions 
Gifts to Charities
Life insurance income  
Discretionary Expenses
Entertainment 
Satellite TV 
Education Funding for Becky 
Umbrella Insurance Premium
Disability Insurance Premium 
Other Misc. Insurance
Telephone 
Bank charges 
Personal Care exp. 
Other Committed Expenses
Medical costs 
Prescriptions 
Dental and eye expenses 
Life insurance payments 
Medical health insurance premiums 
FSA Funding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2,115.61$             2,115.61$     
2,115.61$             2,115.61$     
3,347.09$   3,347.09$     
2,400.00$     
390.00$        
2,400.00$     
180.00$        
3,000.00$     
1,800.00$     
136,770.79$ 
1,453.52$     
Tyler's CD IRA 
Education Fund 
Emergency Fund 
Money Market account 
Gross Expenses 
Annnal Cash flow Surplus 
Non-Tax Deferred Retirement Plans 
Art and Home Additon Fund 
Fix Annutity 
Tax Deferred Retirement plan 
Consumer fund 
Graham Fund 
Rocket Fund 
 
 
Exhibit – 4.1 Natural disaster risk map  
(Crisis HQ.com)  
(     = Bedo hometown) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exhibit 5.1 – Becky Education funding §529 plan 
 
 
Becky's Education Funding using §529 plan for tax-free savings 
Tuition Inflation 
 
5% 
 
Savings RoR 
 
9.80% 
 
§529 Savings used/No taxes Due 
 
0 
 
Education Cost Annually 
 
$20,000 
 
Years until Becky starts 
 
13 
 
Lump Sum needed 
 
$140,875.00  
 
Take cash from Konza Fund (PV) $43,000  
  
Pay 30% taxes on 50% when liquidated $21,500  
  
Taxes Due $6,450  
  
Remainder to invest in education fund 
 
$36,550  
 
FV of cash invested 
  
$130,669     
N = 13 years * 12 
 
156 
 
I=9.8%/12 
 
0.82 
 
Lump Sum needed (FV) 
 
$140,875.00  58458.12PV 
FV of Konza Fund invested 
 
$130,669.00  
 
Difference needed 
 
$10,206 
 
Monthly investment needed to reach goal $32.50 
 
 
Moderately Aggressive Strategy Amount % 
Portfolio 
Weigh
ted 
ROR 
weighted 
beta 
Standard 
Deviation 
ROR SD Beta Additional Monthly 
Contributions 
Growth Fund $5,482.00 15.00% 1.5300
% 
0.135 2% 10.2
0% 
15% 0.9 $4.88 
Sagebrush Fund $3,655.00 10.00% 1.1200
% 
0.08 2% 11.2
0% 
21% 0.8 $3.25 
International Fund $14,620.00 40.00% 4.00% 0.2 4% 10% 11.2
0% 
0.5 $13.00 
Value Fund $12,793.00 35.00% 3.1500
% 
0.3325 4% 9% 12% 0.95 $11.38 
          
Education Portfolio $36,550.00 100.00
% 
9.80% 0.7475 13% 
    
          
Three Pronged Proof 
  
>10% 0.80<1.00 <13% 
   
$32.50 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exhibit 5.2 – Home addition and Art Gallery Investment breakdown 
Portfolio 
Recommended 
for this goal: 
           
       
*.70 
    
Moderately 
Conservative 
Strategy 
Amount 
Invested 
% of 
Portfolio 
Weighted 
ROR 
After-tax 
weighted 
ROR 
Weighted 
Beta 
Weighted 
Standard 
Deviation 
ROR of 
fund 
After
-tax 
ROR 
SD 
of 
fund 
Beta 
of 
fund 
Additional 
Monthly 
Contribution              
Clock Fund $22,278.00 35% 2.10% 1.47% 0.343 2.17 6.00% 4.20
% 
6.2 0.98 $5.25 
Rocket Fund $12,730.00 20% 2.80% 1.96% 0.15 4.4 14% 9.80
% 
22 0.75 $3.00 
Acquisitions 
Fund 
$15,912.00 25% 1.88% 1.31% 0.05 1.3 7.50% 5.25
% 
5.2 0.2 $3.75 
Cardinal Fund $12,730.00 20% 1.04% 0.73% 0.18 1.02 5.20% 3.64
% 
5.1 0.9 $3.00 
            
Total Portfolio 
for home 
addition and 
art gallery 
$63,650.00 100% 7.82% 5.47% 0.723 8.89 
    
$15.00 
Goal for fund 
  
7.75% 5.40% <.80 <9.0 
     
 
Addition to the 
house 
$20,000 in today's 
dollars 
$36,122 in Future Value 
 
Cost of Art 
Gallery 
$80,000 in today's 
dollars 
$144,489 in Future Value PV = $100K, I = 3%, N = 20, 
PMT = 0, CPT FV = $180,611 
 
Present Value Future Value 
 
Total Needed 
for both 
$100,000  $180,611  n=20; n=240 for calculations 
 
Exhibit 5.3 Emergency Fund  
Emergency Fund - 6 Months of expenses 
 
Years to reach 
goal 
Amount of goal Goal needed by 
unknown date 
Assets used for 
goal 
Goal Based On 
Emergency Fund 2 $46,960                _ Cash Value of Life 
Insurance CV 
$17,080 
$7,826.68 per month for 6 
months 
    
Money Market 
Account 
 
Savings Account 
   
Savings Account 
 
      
Money Market Account in two years 
 
Present Value $18,000  
  
Adding Savings Account to MM Acct 
 
Interest  (.25) 3% 
  
Invested both in the Barrister Fund 
 
Monthly 
payment (32) 
$200  
  
  
FV in 2.5 years $26,151  
  
Whole Life In two years: 
  
Tyler's Whole 
life cash value 
Becky's Whole life 
cash value 
 
  
Present Value $8,750  $8,350  
 
  
IRR 5.50% 5.50% 
 
  
Monthly 
Premiums 
$92  $80  
 
  
40% Goes into 
cash value 
$36.80  $32.0  
 
  
FV two years 
from now 
$10,696.00  $10,132.00  
 
Total Assets Available for Emergency Fund in 2 years 
 
$46,979  
  
At the end of the 32 months if not used, emergency fund will be left to grow without the additional 
monthly deposits 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exhibit 5.4 – Retirement at age 62 calculations  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Year
Value of assets
at age 62
Mia's Social
Security
Tyler's Social
Security
Consider 
average tax-
deferred growth
of 4.5% during
retirement
Desired 
income 
computed at
75% of the
85% desired
amount
Need to
withdraw 
before-tax 
considering a
25% tax rate
at retirement
Income need
less Social
Security 
income
2038 $2,639,865 $155,777.00 $207,702.67 $0.00 
2039 $2,432,162 $2,541,609.80 $160,450.31 $213,933.75 $0.00 
2040 $2,218,229 $2,318,049.03 $165,263.82 $220,351.76 $0.00 
2041 $1,997,877 $2,087,781.44 $170,221.73 $226,962.31 $0.00 
2042 $1,770,915 $1,850,605.83 $175,328.39 $233,771.18 $0.00 
2043 (age 67) $1,537,143 $32,663 $55,276 $1,606,314.94 $180,588.24 $240,784.32 $152,845.64 
2044 $1,384,297.85 $32,990 $55,828 $1,446,591.25 $186,005.88 $248,007.85 $159,189.78 
2045 $1,225,108.07 $33,319 $56,387 $1,280,237.93 $191,586.06 $255,448.08 $165,741.83 
2046 $1,059,366.23 $33,653 $56,951 $1,107,037.72 $197,333.64 $263,111.52 $172,508.21 
2047 $886,858.02 $33,989 $57,520 $926,766.63 $203,253.65 $271,004.87 $179,495.53 
2048 $707,362.49 $34,329 $58,095 $739,193.81 $209,351.26 $279,135.02 $186,710.58 
2049 $520,651.91 $34,672 $58,676 $544,081.25 $215,631.80 $287,509.07 $194,160.39 
2050 $326,491.53 $35,019 $59,263 $341,183.65 $222,100.75 $296,134.34 $201,852.17 
2051 $124,639.36 $35,369 $59,856 $130,248.13 $228,763.78 $305,018.37 $209,793.38 
2052 ($85,154.02) $35,723 $60,454 ($88,985.95) $235,626.69 $314,168.92 $217,991.68 
2053 ($303,145.70) $36,080 $61,059 ($316,787.26) $242,695.49 $323,593.99 $226,454.98 
2054 ($529,600.68) $36,441 $61,669 ($553,432.71) $249,976.35 $333,301.81 $235,191.40 
2055 ($764,792.08) $36,805 $62,286 ($799,207.72) $257,475.65 $343,300.86 $244,209.36 
2056 ($1,009,001.44) $37,173 $62,909 ($1,054,406.50) $265,199.91 $353,599.89 $253,517.47 
2057 ($1,262,518.90) $37,545 $63,538 ($1,319,332.25) $273,155.91 $364,207.88 $263,124.64 
2058 ($1,525,643.54) $37,921 $64,173 ($1,594,297.50) $281,350.59 $375,134.12 $273,040.04 
2059 ($1,798,683.58) $38,300 $64,815 ($1,879,624.34) $289,791.11 $386,388.14 $283,273.13 
2060 ($2,081,956.71) $38,683 $65,463 ($2,175,644.76) $298,484.84 $397,979.79 $293,833.62 
2061 ($2,375,790.33) $39,070 $66,118 ($2,482,700.89) $307,439.39 $409,919.18 $304,731.55 
2062 ($2,680,521.88) $39,460 $66,779 ($2,801,145.36) $316,662.57 $422,216.76 $315,977.25 
2063 ($2,996,499.13) $39,855 $67,447 ($3,131,341.59) $326,162.44 $434,883.26 $327,581.36 
2064 ($3,324,080.49) $40,254 $68,121 ($3,473,664.11) $335,947.32 $447,929.76 $339,554.84 
2065 ($3,663,635.32) $40,656 $68,803 ($3,828,498.91) $346,025.74 $461,367.65 $351,908.98 
2066 ($4,015,544.30) $41,063 $69,491 ($4,196,243.80) $356,406.51 $475,208.68 $364,655.42 
2067 ($4,380,199.73) $41,473 $70,186 ($4,577,308.71) $367,098.70 $489,464.94 $377,806.15 
2068 ($4,758,005.88) $41,888 $70,887 ($4,972,116.14) $378,111.67 $504,148.89 $391,373.51 
2069 ($5,149,379.39) $42,307 $71,596 ($5,381,101.46) $389,455.02 $519,273.35 $405,370.22 
2070 ($5,554,749.61) $42,730 $72,312 ($5,804,713.34) $401,138.67 $534,851.56 $419,809.39 
2071 ($5,974,559.01) $43,157 $73,035 ($6,243,414.16) $413,172.83 $550,897.10 $434,704.52 
Draw down at retirement age of 62
Exhibit 5.5 – Retirement calculations at age 67 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Year
Average growth
of 4.5% tax-
deferred during
retirement
Mia Social
Security 
Income
Tyler Social
Security 
Income
Desired monthly 
income
Required pre-
tax income
Income need
less SSI
2043 $32,662.94 $55,275.74 $180,588.00 $240,784.00 $152,845.32 
2044 $4,139,200.36 $33,642.83 $56,934.01 $186,005.64 $248,007.52 $157,430.68 
2045 $4,160,949.32 $34,652.11 $58,642.03 $191,585.81 $255,447.75 $162,153.60 
2046 $4,178,741.53 $35,691.68 $60,401.29 $197,333.38 $263,111.18 $167,018.21 
2047 $4,192,250.87 $36,762.43 $62,213.33 $203,253.38 $271,004.51 $172,028.75 
2048 $4,201,132.11 $37,865.30 $64,079.73 $209,350.99 $279,134.65 $177,189.62 
2049 $4,205,019.91 $39,001.26 $66,002.12 $215,631.52 $287,508.69 $182,505.31 
2050 $4,203,527.76 $40,171.30 $67,982.19 $222,100.46 $296,133.95 $187,980.46 
2051 $4,196,246.92 $41,376.44 $70,021.65 $228,763.48 $305,017.97 $193,619.88 
2052 $4,182,745.26 $42,617.73 $72,122.30 $235,626.38 $314,168.51 $199,428.47 
2053 $4,162,566.04 $43,896.26 $74,285.97 $242,695.17 $323,593.56 $205,411.33 
2054 $4,135,226.67 $45,213.15 $76,514.55 $249,976.03 $333,301.37 $211,573.67 
2055 $4,100,217.39 $46,569.54 $78,809.99 $257,475.31 $343,300.41 $217,920.88 
2056 $4,056,999.85 $47,966.63 $81,174.29 $265,199.57 $353,599.42 $224,458.51 
2057 $4,005,005.71 $49,405.63 $83,609.52 $273,155.55 $364,207.40 $231,192.26 
2058 $3,943,635.05 $50,887.80 $86,117.80 $281,350.22 $375,133.63 $238,128.03 
2059 $3,872,254.84 $52,414.43 $88,701.34 $289,790.73 $386,387.64 $245,271.87 
2060 $3,790,197.21 $53,986.86 $91,362.38 $298,484.45 $397,979.26 $252,630.03 
2061 $3,696,757.70 $55,606.47 $94,103.25 $307,438.98 $409,918.64 $260,208.93 
2062 $3,591,193.47 $57,274.66 $96,926.34 $316,662.15 $422,216.20 $268,015.19 
2063 $3,472,721.30 $58,992.90 $99,834.14 $326,162.02 $434,882.69 $276,055.65 
2064 $3,340,515.61 $60,762.69 $102,829.16 $335,946.88 $447,929.17 $284,337.32 
2065 $3,193,706.31 $62,585.57 $105,914.03 $346,025.28 $461,367.04 $292,867.44 
2066 $3,031,376.62 $64,463.14 $109,091.45 $356,406.04 $475,208.05 $301,653.46 
2067 $2,852,560.70 $66,397.03 $112,364.20 $367,098.22 $489,464.30 $310,703.07 
2068 $2,656,241.23 $68,388.94 $115,735.12 $378,111.17 $504,148.23 $320,024.16 
2069 $2,441,346.84 $70,440.61 $119,207.18 $389,454.50 $519,272.67 $329,624.88 
2070 $2,206,749.44 $72,553.83 $122,783.39 $401,138.14 $534,850.85 $339,513.63 
2071 $1,951,261.43 $74,730.44 $126,466.90 $413,172.28 $550,896.38 $349,699.04 
Proposed Retirement Draw Down at 67
Exhibit 5.6 – Tyler new CD IRA w/ additional contributions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Year
Current 
Value
Monthly 
Contributions
End of Year Value
2018 $52,000.00 $200.00 $56,288.36 
2019 $56,288.36 $200.00 $60,729.24 
2020 $60,729.24 $200.00 $65,328.07 
2021 $65,328.07 $200.00 $70,090.47 
2022 $70,090.47 $200.00 $75,022.25 
2023 $75,022.25 $200.00 $80,129.44 
2024 $80,129.44 $200.00 $85,418.28 
2025 $85,418.28 $200.00 $90,895.22 
2026 $90,895.22 $200.00 $96,566.96 
2027 $96,566.96 $200.00 $102,440.43 
2028 $102,440.43 $200.00 $108,522.80 
2029 $108,522.80 $200.00 $114,821.51 
2030 $114,821.51 $200.00 $121,344.23 
2031 $121,344.23 $200.00 $128,098.96 
2032 $128,098.96 $200.00 $135,093.92 
2033 $135,093.92 $200.00 $142,337.68 
2034 $142,337.68 $200.00 $149,839.07 
2035 $149,839.07 $200.00 $157,607.27 
2036 $157,607.27 $200.00 $165,651.75 
2037 $165,651.75 $200.00 $173,982.36 
2038 $173,982.36 $200.00 $182,609.26 
2039 $182,609.26 $200.00 $191,542.99 
2040 $191,542.99 $200.00 $200,794.47 
2041 $200,794.47 $200.00 $210,374.99 
2042 $210,374.99 $200.00 $220,296.27 
2043 $220,296.27 $200.00 $230,570.41 
Tyler's CD IRA with additional Contributions
Exhibit 5.7  – Current/Future estimated Retirement Portfolios   
 
 
 
5.8 – Combined Portfolio for taxable non-retirement funds 
Combined Portfolio for taxable non-retirement funds 
   
      
*.70 
tax 
      
Fund Name % of overall 
Portfolio 
Initial $ 
invested 
Monthly 
Contribution 
ROR Weighted 
ROR 
After-
tax 
ROR 
Weighted 
After tax 
ROR 
Standard 
Deviation 
Weighted 
SD 
Beta Weighted 
Beta 
Clock Fund 16% $22,278.00 $5.25 6.00% 0.96% 4.20% 0.67% 6.20% 0.99% 0.98 0.1568 
 
Rocket Fund 9% $12,730.00 $3.00 14.00% 1.26% 9.80% 0.88% 22.00% 1.98% 0.75 0.0675 
 
Acquisitions 
Fund 
12% $15,912.00 $3.75 7.50% 0.90% 5.25% 0.63% 5.20% 0.62% 0.2 0.024 
 
Cardinal 
Fund 
9% $12,730.00 $3.00 5.20% 0.47% 3.64% 0.33% 5.10% 0.46% 0.9 0.081 
 
Eastside 
Fund 
3% $4,382.00 
 
8.40% 0.25% 5.88% 0.18% 10% 0.30% 0.92 0.0276 
 
International 
Fund 
13% $18,430.00 $13.00 10.00% 1.30% 7.00% 0.91% 11.20% 1.46% 0.5 0.065 
 
Sagebrush 
Fund 
8% $11,655.00 $3.25 11.20% 0.90% 7.84% 0.63% 21% 1.68% 0.8 0.064 
 
Consumer 
Fund 
2% $2,858.00 
 
8.75% 0.18% 6.13% 0.12% 11% 0.22% 0.99 0.0198 
 
Growth Fund 4% $5,482.00 $4.88 10.20% 0.41% 7.14% 0.29% 15% 0.60% 0.9 0.036 
 
Value Fund 10% $12,793.00 $11.37 9.00% 0.90% 6.30% 0.63% 12% 1.20% 0.95 0.095 
 
Barrister 
Fund 
14% $20,000.00 $200.00 3.00% 0.4200% 2.10% 0.29400% 0% 
 
0 
  
Total 
Portfolio 
100% $139,250.00 $247.50 
 
7.94% 
 
5.56% 
 
9.51% 
 
0.6367 
 
Goals of 
Portfolio 
Moderately 
Conservative 
  
7.75% 
  
5.40% 
 
<9.0 
 
<0.80 
 
   
Monthly Contributions 
        
Wedding 
 
$19,050.00 $0.00 
         
Education 
 
$36,550.00 $32.50 
         
Asset Amount (PV) Amount (FV) 
Type of
Acct
Owner
% of
Portfolio
ROR (tax-
deferred)
Weighted 
ROR
Standard 
Deviation
Weighted 
SD
Beta
Weighted 
Beta
Rocket 
Fund
$15,250.00 $1,470,405.04 401(k) Mia 3.02% 14.00% 0.42% 22% 0.66% 0.75 0.02
CD $52,000.00 $230,570.41 IRA Mia 10.30% 3.50% 0.36% 0 0.00% 0 0
Ruth Fund $32,500.00 $223,193.26 IRA Mia 6.44% 4.80% 0.31% 4.90% 0.32% 0.85 0.05
Potsdam 
Fixed 
Annuity
$125,000.00 $445,026.00 Mia 24.76% 5.00% 1.24% 0 0.00% 0 0
Consumer 
Fund
$69,000.00 $251,159.45 401(k) Tyler 13.67% 8.75% 1.20% 11% 1.50% 0.99 0.14
Graham 
Fund
$134,000.00 $613,506.24 401(k) Tyler 26.55% 4.10% 1.09% 12% 3.19% 0.1 0.03
CD $52,000.00 $230,570.41 IRA Tyler 10.30% 3.50% 0.36% 0 0 0 0
EE Bonds $25,000.00 $58,000.00 
Governme
nt Bond
Tyler and
Mia
4.95% 3.50% 0.17% 0 0 0 0
Total 
Retirement 
Portfolio
$504,750.00 $3,522,430.81 100.00% 5.15% 5.67% 0.24
Retirement Portfolio Mia and Tyler Bedo
Emergency Barrister $18,000.00 $200.00 ** For 32 months only then this $200 
begins getting invested on the retirement 
side 
     
Home and 
Art 
 
$63,650.00 $15.00 
         
             
Total 
 
$139,250.00 $247.50 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
